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Excessive energy dissipation in CMOS devices during switching is the primary threat to 
continued downscaling of computing devices in accordance with Moore’s law. In the quest 
for alternatives to traditional transistor based electronics, nanomagnet-based computing [1, 
2] is emerging as an attractive alternative since: (i) nanomagnets are intrinsically more 
energy-efficient than transistors due to the correlated switching of spins [3], and (ii) unlike 
transistors, magnets have no leakage and hence have no standby power dissipation. 
However, large energy dissipation in the clocking circuit appears to be a barrier to the 
realization of ultra low power logic devices with such nanomagnets. To alleviate this issue, 
we propose the use of a hybrid spintronics-straintronics or straintronic nanomagnetic logic 
(SML) paradigm. This uses a piezoelectric layer elastically coupled to an elliptically 
shaped magnetostrictive nanomagnetic layer for both logic [4-6] and memory [7-8] and 
  
 
 
other information processing [9-10] applications that could potentially be 2-3 orders of 
magnitude more energy efficient than current CMOS based devices. This dissertation 
focuses on studying the feasibility, performance and reliability of such nanomagnetic logic 
circuits by simulating the nanoscale magnetization dynamics of dipole coupled 
nanomagnets clocked by stress. Specifically, the topics addressed are: 
1. Theoretical study of multiferroic nanomagnetic arrays laid out in specific geometric 
patterns to implement a “logic wire” for unidirectional information propagation and 
a universal logic gate [4-6]. 
2. Monte Carlo simulations of the magnetization trajectories in a simple system of 
dipole coupled nanomagnets and NAND gate described by the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equations simulated in the presence of random thermal noise to 
understand the dynamics switching error [11, 12] in such devices. 
3. Arriving at a lower bound for energy dissipation as a function of switching error 
[13] for a practical nanomagnetic logic scheme. 
4. Clocking of nanomagnetic logic with surface acoustic waves (SAW) to drastically 
decrease the lithographic burden needed to contact each multiferroic nanomagnet 
while maintaining pipelined information processing.  
5. Nanomagnets with four (or higher states) implemented with shape engineering. 
Two types of magnet that encode four states: (i) diamond, and (ii) concave 
nanomagnets are studied for coherence of the switching process. 
  
1 
 
Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
This dissertation describes research towards the understanding of Straintronic Multiferroic 
Nanomagnetic Logic devices (SML), which are capable of performing universal computations, 
while dissipating very little energy (2-3 orders of magnitude less than the state of the art 
transistors). The Straintronic Multiferroic Nanomagnetic Logic (SML) devices are based on: (i) 
mechanical strain produced by a bottom piezoelectric layer that is transferred to the 
magnetostrictive layer which rotates the magnetization through a large angle (“clocks it”) due to 
the magnetoelastic coupling and (ii) nearest-neighbor interaction (dipole-coupling) between 
neighboring single domain nanomagnets that is elicited to propagate information and perform logic 
operation. In this section, we will begin with a background on semiconductor devices and an 
overview of magnetism and nanomagnetic computing in order to motivate the need for such SML 
devices.  
 
1.1 Transistors 
J. Barden and W. Brattain demonstrated the first transistor in 1947 and in 1956, along with 
their supervisor W. Shockley, were awarded the Nobel prize for this invention that has 
revolutionized the world and the computer industry. It was later considered as one of the most 
important inventions in 20th century. The transistor rapidly displaced the three terminal vacuum 
tube device that preceded them, which had the disadvantages of large size, slow start up and large 
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power dissipation. By development of the IC technology, the number of transistors per unit area 
has been increased at a predicted rate, known as the Moore’s law that states that “the numbers of 
transistors on integrated circuits (IC) would double in every two years.” 
 
Fig 1.1.The exponential increasing of transistors density on IC based on the Moore’s 
Law [14]. 
When the transistors were scaled down, they operated faster, dissipated less energy and cost less 
for manufacturing. Down scaling of transistors in ICs has led to devices with gate lengths nearing 
20 nm. However, further down scaling of CMOS is severely challenged by high circuit power 
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densities and energy dissipation of the basic switching element. This is the strong motivation for 
developing ultra low power computing devices. Another equally important motivation for 
developing extremely energy efficient computing devices is their potential use in embedded 
application such as medically implemented processors and distributed sensing/monitoring systems 
where energy is a premium. As a result, the semiconductor industry is looking for new computing 
devices with unprecedented energy efficiency to replace the transistor. In order to realize such a 
device, researchers have been working on several novel device concepts and computational 
paradigms that are able to replace CMOS transistors (charge based devices) with other physical 
quantities such as spin (magnetism). One such device concept employs a bi-stable single domain 
nanomagnet whose magnetization orientation encodes a bit of information [1-2].  
 
1.2 Straintronic nanomagnetic logic devices (SML) 
This section briefly explains the reason why spin based logic, in particular nanomagnetic 
logic, has great potential to emerge as an extremely energy efficient switching device. Further, the 
problem with nanomagnetic logic, viz. the energy dissipation in the clocking circuit is discussed. 
Finally, the reason why clocking/switching nanomagnets with strain using multiferroic 
nanomagnets could solve this problem is discussed. 
 
1.2.1 Dissipation limits: transistor versus nanomagnet 
It can be shown from fundamental arguments that the minimum energy dissipated in switching 
a transistor at a temperature T is NkTln(1/p) independent of the switching speed , where N is the 
number of information carriers (electrons) in the transistor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and p is 
the bit error probability. On the other hand, the minimum energy dissipated to switch a single-
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domain magnet’s magnetization is ~ kTln(1/p), since the exchange interaction between many spins 
makes all of them behave collectively like a giant single spin [3,15] and rotate in unison to switch 
the magnetization [3]. Thus, if we assume the same number of information carriers in a transistor 
and in a single domain nanomagnet, then for the same bit error probability, the ratio of the 
minimum energy dissipated to switch a magnet to that dissipated to switch a transistor will be ~1/N 
<<1. This makes the magnet intrinsically much more energy-efficient than the transistor as a logic 
switch. Note that it is the mutual interaction between spins (exchange interaction), which is absent 
between charges – and not any inherent advantage of spin over charge, – that gives the magnet this 
advantage.  
Thus, nanomagnet-based computing has two advantages over traditional transistor based 
electronics since: (i) magnets are intrinsically more energy-efficient than transistors, and (ii) unlike 
transistors, magnets suffer from no leakage and hence no standby power dissipation. 
 
1.2.2 Clocking Nanomagnetic Logic (NML): The Achilles' heel 
Despite these advantages, nanomagnet–based technology [1, 2, 16] has not been able to 
displace transistor technology because the methods employed to switch or clock these nanomagnets 
dissipate a lot of energy and hence do not exploit the advantage of the nanomagnet [17]. Some such 
switching techniques are: 
 
(i) A magnetic field generated by a current: In this approach, [18] a magnetic field is generated by a 
current based on Ampere’s law:
c
I H dl= ⋅∫
rr
. The minimum magnetic field minH
r
required to flip a 
magnet is found by equating the magnetic energy in the field to the energy barrier bE separating 
the two stable magnetization directions encoding the bits 0 and 1 in a shape-anisotropic 
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nanomagnet, i.e. 0 mins bM H Eµ Ω = , where 0µ is the permeability of free space, sM is the 
saturation magnetization which we assume is 105 A/m (typical value for nickel or cobalt), and Ω is 
the magnet’s volume which we assume is ~105 nm  95 nm  6 nm× × which guarantees that the 
magnet is in a single-domain state The energy barrier determines the equilibrium bit error 
probability bE kTe− . For reasonable error rate, we should ensure that 30bE kT≥ , which yields an 
minI = 6 mA. The resistance R of the magnet is typically 1-10 ohms, so that the energy dissipated, 
assuming that the magnet flips in t∆ =1 ns, is 2
minI R t∆ = 36-360 fJ, or 10
7
-108kT. 
 
(ii) With a spin transfer torque delivered by a spin polarized current: Spin transfer torque is a 
method of switching a magnet by driving a spin-polarized current through it. The magnetization 
flips in the direction of spin polarization because of angular momentum transfer [19]. This method 
dissipates about 108kTof energy to switch a single-domain nanomagnet in ~ 1 ns, even when the 
energy barrier within the magnet is only ~ 30 kT [7].  
 
(iii) With domain wall motion induced by a spin polarized current: In this method, a magnet is 
switched by inducing domain wall motion [20]. The switching of a multi-domain nanomagnet may 
be possible in ~2 ns while dissipating 104kT– 105kTof energy [21]. However, this is still 2-3 orders 
of magnitude more dissipative than what will be shown to be achievable with “straintronics”, 
where a multiferroic nanomagnet is switched with mechanical strain generated by a tiny voltage [5-
7]. 
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1.2. 3 Multiferroic nanomagnets: paradigm that offers ultra low energy clocking  
A multiferroic structure consists of a piezoelectric layer (e.g. PZT) elastically coupled to a single 
domain magnetostrictive layer (e.g. Nickel or Terfenol-D) as shown in Fig 1.2.  
 
Fig 1.2. Schematic view of a multiferroic nanomagnet with bottom layer of PZT and top layer of 
magnetostrictive material. 
When an electric potential is applied across the piezoelectric layer, it deforms elastically. The 
resulting stress/strain is transferred to the magnetostrictive layer on top and causes the latter's 
magnetization to rotate[95,96]. For materials with positive magnetostriction (e.g. Terfenol-D), 
tensile stress favors a magnetization orientation parallel to itself and compressive stress favors a 
magnetization orientation perpendicular to itself [5,22]. Thus, if we apply compressive stress along 
the “easy axis” of the magnet (which is the major axis of the ellipse shown in Fig. 1.2, or the y-
axis), then the magnetization will rotate towards the in-plane hard axis, or the minor axis (x-
axis).When the stress is withdrawn the magnetization is now in an unstable state and will have 
roughly equal likelihood of returning to the original stable orientation (not flipping, 
or 0◦ rotation) or flipping to the other stable orientation (180◦ rotation). That makes the flipping 
only 50% likely, which is unacceptable. However, if a neighboring nanomagnet has a specific 
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magnetic orientation, dipole coupling from the neighboring magnet favors the magnetization of this 
magnet relaxing from the hard axis to a state anti-parallel to its magnetization orientation. This 
forms the basis of nanomagnetic logic discussed in this dissertation. There are also various schemes 
to implement memory with a single, isolated multiferroic nanomagnet, but this is beyond the scope 
of this dissertation and is not discussed here.  
In the above configuration, when an electric field is applied in the z-direction, we ensure that it 
produces uniaxial tension or compression exclusively along the y-axis by mechanically restraining 
the PZT layer from expansion or contraction along the x-axis. The same can be achieved by 
applying the electric field along the y-direction, which will generate a stress along it, but this is 
harder as it requires lateral contacts. 
 
1.2.4 Potential applications for ultra low power straintronic nanomagnetic logic devices 
While traditional computing applications could be one potential application of straintronic 
multiferroic nanomagnetic logic (SML) devices, due to their extremely small energy requirements 
they can potentially be used to build processors that can just be driven from energy harvested from 
the ambient vibrations or stray electromagnetic fields. Such processors can have unique 
applications in medically implanted devices powered by motion of the human body, “wrist-watch” 
computers that are powered by the wearer’s arm motion, or processors for structural health 
monitoring that process inputs from sensors attached to bridges and building that are powered by 
the mechanical vibrations of the structure due to wind or passing traffic. 
1.3 Magnetic domains and nanomagnetism 
This section gives an overview of magnetic materials (in particular ferromagnetic materials) 
and explains what leads to the formation of domains in magnetic micro and macro-scale materials. 
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It then explains how nanomagnetic structures have a strong tendency to exhibit single domain 
behavior and how this can be exploited to encode a logic state or a bit of information. 
 
1.3.1 Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic behavior: Role of exchange coupling 
In some materials that have net magnetic moment, the moments locally tend to align with 
an applied magnetic field. Thus the magnetization produced in the material is proportional and is in 
the direction of the applied magnetic field. This is known as paramagnetism. In certain solids, such 
as iron, nickel and cobalt, the moments in neighboring atoms are strongly coupled (due to exchange 
coupling) and tend to align with each other at room temperature. Thus, even in the absence of 
magnetic fields there is spontaneous magnetization in the material, this is typical of ferromagnetic 
materials. At sufficiently high temperature, the thermal energy exceeds the exchange coupling 
energy between spins and breaks this alignment, leading to a paramagnetic state. The temperature 
at which this transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state or vice versa occurs is known as 
the Curie temperature [22]. 
 
1.3.2 Domains in ferromagnetic materials: Illustrating the effects of exchange 
coupling energy, magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and magnetostatic energy 
 
Macroscopic samples of ferromagnetic materials are formed of magnetic domains, regions 
where the atomic magnetic moments roughly point in the same direction. The presence of domains 
with different directions may lead to an approximate cancellation of the total magnetic moment, or 
to an average magnetization close to zero. However, these domains themselves are “polarized” or 
contain a non-zero magnetic moment even when no magnetic field is applied to them.  
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The division of volume of a sample into magnetic domains arises from the balance of the 
contributions of the different energy terms. This is shown in Fig 1.3.  
 
 
 
 
Fig1.3 Domain patterns in discs under different criterion. 
(a)Zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy. (b) Cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy.              
[22],[23]. 
 
 
The exchange coupling would favor the formation of one big domain in which all the spins point in 
the same direction. However, in a macro-sized (or even micro-sized) sample this would lead to a 
large magnetostatic energy (shape anisotropy energy) penalty due to dipole coupling between the 
different magnetized regions. Thus, to minimize the magnetostatic energy the formation of a large 
number of domains is favored but this would also incur a large exchange coupling or 
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magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy penalty. This is because the presence of a transition region 
between the domains, the domain walls, also brings about an increase in exchange and anisotropy 
energy. Two scenarios can emerge (at zero applied field) depending on the magnitude of the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy (this energy is minimized when the magnetization (spins) point 
along preferred crystallographic directions):  
 
(i) Closed flux path or vortex states (see Fig 1.3 a): The magnetic moments would prefer to arrange 
themselves to form a closed flux path as shown in Figure 1.3 (a). However, this pattern is 
energetically feasible only if the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is extremely low. 
NOTE: The expense of exchange coupling is small in this case, as the difference in orientation 
between two neighboring moments is small. However, some moments would have to assume 
orientations which result in large magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy so this is possible only 
when the material has low magnetocrystalline anisotropy. 
(ii) Discrete domains that form a closed flux path (for example, see Fig 1.3b): For materials with 
cubic anisotropy this typically results in a domain pattern, such as the one seen in Figure 1.3 (b). 
The moments are oriented along the easy <100>directions leading to small magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy with some expense in exchange coupling energy at the domain boundaries.  
 
 
1.3.3 Single domain states: why this is preferred when dimensions ~ 100 nm or less 
Fig 1.4 shows the formation of multiple domains in a disk of 1 mµ in diameter. By 
reducing the length scale of the magnetic structure, the probability of formation of a single domain 
magnetic state would be increased as the effect of exchange coupling is very strong and forces the 
spins to point in the same direction. This phenomenon typically occurs when the dimensions of a 
magnet is on the order of 100 to 200 nanometers or less. This can be called a single domain 
nanomagnet. This has a single well
magnitude that equals the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnetic material even in the 
absence of a magnetic field. The corresponding schematic of a single
in fig 1.5. 
 
 
 
Fig 1.4. A disc with 1 um Diameter shows multi magnetic domains
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-defined magnetization vector orientation with absolute 
-domain nanomagne
 
 [24]. 
 
t is shown 
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Fig. 1.5. The MFM Image of a single-domain nanomagnet with its magnetization state. 
In a single domain nanomagnet, the direction of orientation of magnetization strongly depends on 
the shape of the nanomagnet. In other words, the shape of a single domain nanomagnet plays an 
important role in the response of its magnetization vector to stress and field. This property is called 
shape anisotropy and can be explained as a term that arises from the magnetic moments in a 
ferromagnet attempting to orient themselves to reduce their energy by minimizing the internal 
magnetic field (also known as the demagnetizing field).  
     When a single domain nanomagnet has the shape of a circle, its magnetization vector is free to 
point in any direction.  In a circular magnet there is no shape anisotropy energy barrier for different 
in-plane magnetization orientations. As a result, its magnetization vector is free to rotate to any 
angle in response to a small external field or stress. However, this is not true for non-circular 
structures such as an elliptical shape. The nanomagnet with elliptical shape prefers to have 
magnetization vector pointing a long its long axis as this is the minimum energy state. 
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Fig 1.6. The stability of the magnetization orientation vector for elliptical and circular shapes. 
 
Thus in an ellipse, the preferred axis (up/down state) is known as the “easy axis” and can encode 
 the "0" or "1" state. The left/right direction is known as the hard axis and forms an in-plane energy 
barrier that prevents spontaneous switching between the "0" and "1" states. 
1.4 Introduction to nanomagnetic logic  
This uniaxial anisotropy single domain nanomagnet can be used to implement computing 
and propagate information in a unidirectional manner using the dipole-coupling in conjunction with 
clocking (rotation through large angle) using stress. In chapters 3-5, the nanomagnet is patterned to 
be elliptical to maintain bistable magnetization orientation. Fig 1.7 shows schematic energy 
landscape of such a single domain nanomagnet.  
 
Fig 1.7. Encode binary information of a uniaxial elliptical nanomagnet with its energy landscape 
due to its shape anisotropy. 
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1.4.1 The multiferroic nanomagnetic chain and wires 
To transfer a bit of information from one magnet to another, a nanomagnetic chain is needed. 
By placing a chain of single domain nanomagnets next to a fixed input, the information can 
propagate by removing the energy barrier of each nanomagnet by applying stress through bottom 
layer (PZT), which causes the nanomagnets to point along their hard axis. Under the influence of 
the dipole field coupling, the magnet rotates to the desired stable position, upon removal of stress. 
If magnets are arranged so their hard axes coincide with the direction of the line joining their 
centers, their magnetizations form an anti-ferromagnetic arrangement.  If the hard axes are 
perpendicular to the line joining the nanomagnet centers (arranged so that their easy axes are lined 
up), their magnetizations prefer to orient parallel to each other. Through this operation, the 
magnetization state of the nanomagnet at the beginning of the chain will be transferred to the 
magnetization state of the nanomagnet at the end of the chain as shown in fig 1.8. 
 
Fig. 1.8 Binary information can be transferred by nanomagnetic wires. 
 
1.4.2 The multiferroic nanomagnetic logic gate
      One interesting application of multiferroic 
nanomagnets. The universal logic gate is composed of input chains and an additional magnet to 
generate a bias field to resolve a tied state that occurs when one input favors an up state and the 
other a down state. We will also show in Chapter 3 that the specific ge
1.9 can not only implement a NAND gate but also successfully input fan
one stage can be connected to inputs of multiple gates of the next stage).
. 
Fig 1.9The schematic of a NAND multiferroic nanomagnetic logic gate with two inputs, bias 
1.5 Thermal effect of magnetization dynamics i
While chapter 3 discusses nanomagnetic wires and gates in the absence of therma
is important to analyze the effect of thermal noise at room temperatures on the performance of 
nanomagentic logic. This is carried out in chapters 4 and 5 wherein 
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due to thermal noise is added. It has an uncorrelated Gaussian distribution and zero mean in all 
three coordinate axes because the temperature influence should not direct the system in any 
particular direction.  
 
Fig 1.10 T=300 K( room temperature)simulation of magnetization orientation in a single 
nanomagnet. 
 
1.6 Dissertation overview          
In this dissertation, chapter 2 proposes a theoretical formulation for the stress induced 
magnetization dynamics in dipole coupled nanomagnets. This formulation is used to analyze 
multiferroic nanomagnetic logic to understand issues of engineering interest such as switching 
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speed, energy dissipation during switching and reliability (error probability) for the switching 
process. Specifically: 
Chapter 3 analyses the propagation of nanomagnetic logic in a chain of multiferroic nanomagnets 
(Bennett Clocking) and implementation of a universal logic (NAND) gate with fan-out by 
appropriate design of the geometric layout for these nanomagnets and 4-phase clocking. This 
chapter focuses on the magnetization dynamics and high energy efficiency of multiferroic 
nanomagnetic logic. 
Chapter 4 studies the dynamic switching error of a dipole coupled multiferroic nanomagnetic 
system as a function of various parameters including the dipole strength and concludes that 
magnetic quantum cellular automata (MQCA) type architectures that rely on dipole coupling are 
extremely error prone. In the next step, the reliability of a multiferroic NAND gate in the presence 
of thermal noise was studied. It was found that there are some major factors that have an important 
influence in correct operation of this architecture such as : (i) dipole coupling (ii) stress level (iii) 
clocking frequency, and (iv) temperature.   
Chapter 5 discusses a new switching scheme that does not require a timing synchronization in 
modulating the barrier (hence fault-tolerant) while dissipating arbitrarily small energy in the 
absence of thermal noise to switch with 100% reliability. Further, we show that when complex 
modulation of the potential energy profile of a two well potential is not permitted, the least energy 
that MUST be dissipated to switch with a certain probability (in the presence of thermal noise) 
approaches the limit 2kTln(1/p) [p = switching error probability, T=temperature, k=Boltzmann 
constant]. This is clearly more conservative (necessitates more energy dissipation) than the 
minimum bound of kTln(2), popularly known as the Landauer limit [47,51,52]. This case is 
exemplified using a multiferroic nanomagentic system where we show that energy dissipation will 
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exceed the limit (lower bound) that we derived due to out-of-plane distribution of the 
magnetization vector.  
In chapter 6, application of Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) to clock magnetic devices is studied. It 
is shown that a SAW can clock nanomagnets and transfer information in chain of dipole 
nanomagnets and in a nanomagnetic NAND gate. Specific design of a NAND gate that is amenable 
to clocking with a SAW is discussed.  
Finally, a comparison of single-domain (or macro-spin) LLG analysis with modified OOMMF 
based models that allow incoherent switching has been performed to get a preliminary idea of the 
possible extent of deviation of magnetization dynamics from the macro-spin approximation. In the 
chapter 7, a paradigm for creating nanomagnets with higher states (2 bits) is discussed and 
simulated. Such nanomagnets may be implemented by shape engineering. Two different shapes has 
been studied to understand the effect of geometry on coherent switching in 4-state nanomagnets. It 
is reported that concave magnets may be considered as a good option for implementing four-state 
nanomagnetic memory and logic. 
Chapter 8 discusses the conclusion drawn from this study and future work . 
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Chapter 2  
Magnetization dynamics and theory of multiferroic 
nanomagnetic logic 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The scale dependent magnetic behavior arises from the effect of several interactions that are 
present in magnetic materials, mainly (i) exchange coupling between spins that leads domains (ii) 
magneto-crystalline anisotropy due to spin orbit interaction that creates a preferred orientation for 
spins with respect to the crystallographic directions (iii) dipole (magneto-static) interaction 
between spins that leads to shape anisotropy. Furthermore, in magnetostrictive materials a fourth 
interaction known as the magnetoelastic or stress anisotropy arises that couples the stress/strain in 
the lattice to the magnetization orientation. This chapter develops a theory for the magnetization 
dynamics in shape-anisotropic (elliptical) magnetostrictive nanomagnets under application of stress 
and dipole coupling with neighboring elements. This is applied to study straintronic multiferroic 
nanomagnetic logic (SML) in this dissertation.  
It is important to note (as explained in the introduction) that large magnetic samples (lateral 
dimensions > 1 micron) are usually found to have complex domain structures. However, in 
magnets with lateral dimensions ~ 100 nm (as studied in this thesis) the predominant magnetic 
structure is a single domain state [25] and can hence be studied using a macro-spin approximation. 
Questions do arise that while the final equilibrium states are single-domain the non-equilibrium 
switching process under the action of a stress pulse may proceed through metastable non single-
domain states. This will be clarified (see summary and future work) by comparing the single 
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domain simulations with OOMMF [26] simulations that allow spatial variation in magnetization 
direction within a nanomagnet. 
 
2.2 The fundamental concepts.  
Some important parameters that characterize the magnetic behavior are[27]: 
1. The magnetization M
r
, defined as the combination of magnetic moments divided by the 
volume( Ω ) of magnetic structure: 
M
µ
=
Ω
∑r
          (2.1) 
where Ω  is the volume of any nanomagnet (only that of the magnetostrictive layer) and µ  is 
magnetic moment and the magnetization (M) in the SI units is A/m. 
2. The magnetic susceptibility χ , can be introduces as the magnetization divided by the 
absolute value of the magnetic field:  
H
M
r
r
=χ            (2.2) 
This scalar definition is true for isotropic materials, for general magnetic materials the 
susceptibility is a rank 2 tensor.  
3. In the materials with spontaneous magnetic order, the ordering temperatures are the highest 
temperatures at which this order is still remained. These are the Curie temperature ( CT ) for 
ferromagnets and the Neel temperature ( NT ) for antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets. 
4. The magnetic permeability µ , defined as: 
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H
µ =
B
ur
uur
           (2.3) 
Where B
r
is the magnetic induction or magnetic flux density or simply B
r
field; µ  is measured 
in Henry per meter (SI) and H is the magnetic field. The magnetic induction in matter depends 
on the magnetic field intensity H
r
and the magnetization M
r
, and is given by : 
 
)(0 MHB
rrr
+= µ
         
(2.4) 
Where 7 20 4 10 ( /  or N/A )H mµ pi −= ×  is the permeability in vacuum. 
2.3 Exchange coupling energy 
The exchange coupling energy is the interaction responsible for the establishment of magnetic 
order in magnetic materials. This interaction originates from a quantum effect. The exchange 
interaction between two spins jS and iS  can be described by the Hamiltonian [27]. 
ji SSH
rr
. 2ξ−=
            (2.5) 
Where ξ  is the exchange constant, which it is a measure of the intensity of this interaction. This is 
known as the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, and is widely used for the description of many magnetic 
properties of materials. 
In the classical description, the energy of a pair of spins is: 
jex SE
rr
.S  2 iξ−=
         
(2.6) 
The exchange energy can also be written as:  
jijex mmSE
rrrr
.S  2.S  2 2i ξξ −=−=
       
(2.7) 
Where the reduced magnetization can be defined as: 
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sM
M
M
M
m
r
r
r
r
==
         
(2.8) 
sM is the maximum saturation magnetization and "m" is cosine direction of magnetization vector 
and  1=m  . 
If the angle between the two spins or moments of i and j is θθ ∆=),( ji  . 
Therefore, for small ji,θ∆ , jiij mm
rr
−=∆θ . considering that one can introduce a continuous 
function m
r
, such that m
r
 is developed around jr
r
, the vector of lattice site j as:  
mrmm jij ).( ∇=−
rrr
          (2.9) 
where∇  is the gradient operator and  
kzjyixr jjjj ˆˆˆ ++=
r
                     (2.10) 
Therefore, from equation (2.7) 
222 )( )cos(S  2 θξθξ ∆≅∆−= SEex
                  
(2.11) 
By replacing equation 2.9 in equation 2.11, we have : 
]).().().[(S )).((S 222222 zjyjxjjex mrmrmrmrE ∇+∇+∇=∇=
rrrrrrr ξξ
              (2.12) 
The equation (2.12) is the exchange energy part of the total energy. One must integrate or sum over 
j and divide by two to avoid counting the contribution of the pairs of spins twice. In materials with 
cubic symmetry, the sum of the products of the coordinates of r
r
 is zero and∑ ∑=
j j
jj rx
22
3
1
 
The exchange energy per unit volume is found by dividing by 3aΩ =  in the simple cubic case. In 
this case 22 6ar
j
j =∑  and we have: 
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2
2 2 2[( ) ( ) ( ) ]ex
x y z
E S
m m m
a
ξ
= ∇ + ∇ + ∇
Ω
      
(2.13) 
The coefficient in equation (2.13) is the exchange stiffness constant A, proportional to the 
exchange constant ξ and measured in 
m
J
 . 
a
SnA
2ξ
=              (2.14) 
n =1 for a simple cubic lattice, 2 for a bcc lattice and 4 for a fcc lattice.  
NOTE: This stiffness term is not used in most simulations in this thesis as we assume that for small 
volumes (~100 nm × 100 nm × 10) considered the exchange coupling is so strong that the spins 
switch coherently. The only exception (where this term is used) is for the OOMMF [26] 
simulations. 
 
2.4 Magnetostatic shape energy 
The magnetostatic shape energy is the magnetic energy of a sample in its own magnetic field. 
This field is the demagnetization or demagnetizing field dH , the magnetic field arising from the 
fact that the divergence of the total magnetic induction is zero. Maxwell’s equation states that  
0)(.. 0 =+∇=∇ MHB
rrr
µ
  . 
Therefore[27]: 
MHd
rr
.. −∇=∇
            
(2.15) 
The magnetostatic energy msE , given by the energy of magnetization in the demagnetizing field is: 
0
1
.  d
2ms d
E H Mµ
Ω
= − Ω∫
r r

        
(2.16) 
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Where the integral is performed over V, the volume of the sample. The factor ½ accounts for the 
fact that this energy term, also called magnetic self-energy, arises from the integration of the 
magnetization with the magnetic field that it creates.  
The magnetostatic energy of samples of ellipsoid shape is simple to calculate[22] since the 
magnetic field is the same at every point of sample. The demagnetizing field is dH
r
. 
MNH dd
rr
−=
          
(2.17) 
Where dN is the demagnetizing factor and depends on the sample shape. It should be noted that if 
the nanomagnets have a non-ellipsoidal shape, the demagnetizing field is not constant throughout 
the volume. 
The magnetostatic energy of an ellipsoid nanomagnet given by equation 2.16, in terms of the 
demagnetizing factors iN  and the components of magnetization iM
r
 along the axes a, b and c is : 
2 2 2
0
1 ( )
2ms a a b b c c
E N M N M N Mµ= − Ω + +
      
(2.18) 
Where 1=++ cba NNN
        
(2.19) 
And a, b and c refer to X, Y and Z direction in the Cartesian coordinate system. 
The equation (2.18) can be simplified in the case of ellipsoid to: 
2 2 2 2
0
1 ( )
2ms S d xx x d yy y d zz z
E M N m N m N mµ
− − −
= Ω + +
     
(2.20) 
Where : 
1222 =++ zyx mmm
         
(2.21) 
Therefore, we can simplify equation (2.21) by normalizing the magnetization with respect to 
azimutal and polar angle with SM  (a conserved quantity for a single-domain magnetostrictive 
layer at a constant temperature). The figure 2.1 shows the multiferroic nanomagnet being 
considered. 
 
Fig 2.1. the magnetization direction in Cartesian coordinate system.
 In this work, we consider the magnetostr
diameters are a and b and its thickness is 
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ictive layer as an ellipsoid whose major and minor axes 
t. The demagnetization factors are: 
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d yy
d xx
d zz
t a b a bN
a a a
t a b a bN
a a a
t a b a bN
a a a
pi
pi
pi
 
− −     
= − −      
       
 
− −     
= + +      
       
 
− −   
= − + +    
     
     (2.22) 
The equation 2.18 (for the nanomagnet in Fig 2.1) can be written as: 
2 2 2 2
0
1 ( (sin( )cos( )) (sin( )sin( )) (cos( )) )
2ms S d XX d yy d zz
E M N N Ndµ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ
− − −
= − Ω + +
    
(2.23) 
Where the Nd_xx, Nd_yy and Nd_zz   are given by equation 2.22. 
The equation 2.23 represents magnetostatic energy of a single-domain nanomagnet. 
2.5 Magnetoelastic energy (stress anisotropy)  
 The magnetoelastic energy of a magnetostrictive material has an improvement originating 
from the interaction between the magnetization and the strain ijε or mechanical stress σ. The 
magnetoelastic energy is the increase in anisotropy energy of a magnetic solid subjected to a stress. 
Its expression for a cubic crystal is given by [22]: 
 = ∮[	
 + 

 + (

 + 

 + 

)] Ω
    
(2.24) 
The C-factors are the magnetoelastic coupling constants and iα are the direction cosines.  
Magnetostriction is the change in dimensions of a solid when subjected to a change in its magnetic 
state. It is measured by the relative linear deformation (strain)  : 
     
  = 

             (2.25) 
Where  =  −    is the change in linear dimension of the solid due to change in magnetization. 
The saturation magnetostriction Sλ is related to the strain generated when the magnetization is 
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changed from saturation magnetization in a perpendicular direction to saturation magnetization 
along a given direction. In the case of stress σ , the stress anisotropy  energy meE  is given by: 
3
2me S i
E dλ σα= Ω∫           (2.26) 
The iα is defined as cosine direction of the applied stress.  
 
2.6 Dipole coupling energy 
Consider Fig.2.2 , with two adjacent multiferroic elements in the chain labeled as the 
 and th thi j  element. 
 
Fig 2.2 a dipole-coupled nanomagnet with ijr  separation between them. 
These magnets have magnetizations that subtend polar and azimutal angles of iθ , iφ and jj φθ ,  , 
respectively, with the positive Z direction and direction of the X-Y plane. 
The dipole-dipole interaction energy is [22]: 
2
0
3 2
3[( ( ). ( )) ( ( ). )( ( ). )]
4
S i ji j
dipole dipole i j i i j j i j
i j i j
M
E m t m t m t r m t r
r r
µ
pi
−
− − −
− −
Ω Ω
= −
r r r r r r
r r
  
(2.27) 
Where jir −
r
 is the vector distance between the thi and thj  magnet and Km
r
is the magnetization of 
the thK  magnet normalized to SM .For two neighboring magnets whose in-plane hard axes are 
 
 
ijr
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collinear with the line joining their centers, the dipole coupling energy of thi magnet due to its 
dipole interaction with thj neighbors is: 
( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
2 2
0
3
2 sin cos sin cos
sin sin sin sin
4
cos cos
i i j j
i j s
dipole dipole i j ji
j i j i
i j
t t t t
ME t t t t t
r
t t
θ φ θ φ
µ θ φ θ φ
pi
θ θ
−
−
≠ ≠
 
−
 Ω  = +
 
 +
 
∑ ∑
      
( 2.28) 
If the line joining the centers subtends an angle γ  with their hard axes as shown in the Figure 2.3, 
the dipole coupling energy is: 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
2 22 2
0
3
sin cos )(sin cos 2(cos ) (sin )
sin sin sin sin 2(sin ) (cos )
4 sin cos sin sin sin cos sin sin
3sin cos cos cos
i i j j
i i j ji j s
dipole dipole
j i i i j j j j i i
i j
t t t t
t t t tME t
r t t t t t t t t
t t
θ φ θ φ γ γ
θ φ θ φ γ γµ
pi θ φ θ φ θ φ θ φ
γ γ θ θ
−
−
≠

− +

+ − +Ω
=
+ +

× − +
∑
j i≠






 

∑
       (2.29) 
 
Fig 2.3 .Two nanomagnets whose hard axes are at an angle γ  to the line joining their centers. 
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2.7Energy terms in nanomagnetic structures. 
For studying the behavior of a nanomagnet, it is necessary to consider the relevant energy terms 
such as the exchange energy, magnetocrystalline and stress anisotropy, dipole coupling, external 
magnetic field and thermal noise. 
The total energy is  
( )
-i ex magnetostatic magnetocrystalline stress anisotropy ext field dipole dipole thermalU t E E E E E E E− −= + + + + + +
     
(2.30)                    
In this research, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected as the sample is assumed to have 
random polycrystalline orientation. Further, the exchange coupling energy is not explicitly added 
as it is assumed that this term is strong enough to produce a coherent rotation of magnetization. 
This is the reason macro-spin approximation is used. The equation can be written as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
22 220
_ _ _
(  magneto-static energy)
2 2
sin cos sin sin cos
2
3
sin sin
2
shape anisotropy
stress
i s d xx i i d yy i d zz ii
E OR
s i i i
E
U t M N t t N t t N t
t t
µ θ φ θ φ θ
λ σ θ φ
−
−
 
  = + Ω + +           
 
 
− Ω 
 
1444444444444444442444444444444444443
( )
 field  Noise
0 . dipole dipole
external magnetic Thermal
anisotropy
dipole
i j
ext thermal
jE Ej i
E
M H E t Eµ
−
−
−
≠
− Ω + +∑
r r
14243 14243
1444442444443
1442443
        (2.31) 
To minimization of the energy functional leads to the situation that ( )M r
r r
has to eventually be 
parallel to the effective magnetic field acting at the point r
r
.  
It should be considered that this effective field effH
r
 exerts a torque on the magnetization of each 
magnet. If the direction of this field be parallel to magnetization, the exerted torque has zero effect 
on magnetization as it is already in the minimum energy state. 
0effm H× =
rr
             (2.32)    
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The effective field effH
r
 acting on ( )M r
r r
 is obtained by taking partial derivation of the total 
energy with respect of the magnetization vector [28], and is given by: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )0 0
1 1ii
eff m i
si
U t
H t U t
MM tµ µ
∂
= − = − ∇
Ω Ω∂
r
r
r
      (2.33) 
From equation.2.31 in equation 2.33, we have: 
eff Magnetostatic Stress Anisotropy external dipole ThermalH H H H H H−= + + + +
r r r r r r
    (2.34)       
In the Cartesian coordinate system this turns out to be:   
( )
( )
0
0 0
( )1( ) sin ( )cos ( )( )
( )1 3( ) sin ( )sin ( ) ( )sin ( )sin ( )( )
i j
dipole dipolei
eff x s d xx i i X Thermal
s xj i
i j
dipole dipolei
eff y s d yy i i s i i i bias
s y sj i
E t
H t M N t t H
M m t
E t
H t M N t t t t t H H
M m t M
θ φ
µ
θ φ λ σ θ φ
µ µ
−
−
− − −
≠
−
−
− −
≠
∂
= − − +
Ω ∂
∂  
= − − + + + Ω ∂  
∑
∑
( )
0
( )1( ) cos ( )( )
Y Thermal
i j
dipole dipolei
eff z s d zz i Z Thermal
s zj i
E t
H t M N t H
M m t
θ
µ
−
−
−
− − −
≠
∂
= − − +
Ω ∂∑
 (2.35) 
The effect of thermal fluctuation is modeled with a random field (
r
HThermal ) in the manner 
of [29-31]. The field
r
HThermal  has the following statistical properties: 
<
r
HThermal (t) >= 0                (2.36) 
<
r
HThermal
i (t) rHThermalj (t ') >= δijδ(t − t ')(VAR)2        (2.37) 
 
0
2 B
s
K TVAR
M t
α
µ γ
=
Ω∆
           (2.38) 
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Thus, the effective magnetic field due to thermal noise is modeled as:    
r
HThermalNoise =
2KBTα
µ0M sγΩ∆t
(G
→
(t))
                    (2.39) 
where ( )G t
→
 is a Gaussian random distribution with mean of 0 and variance of 1 in each 
Cartesian coordinate axis; t∆ is time step at simulation and is proportional to the inverse of 
the attempt frequency with which thermal noise perturbs the magnetization; and BK is the 
Boltzmann constant. 
2.8 Magnetization dynamics and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) 
equation. 
The equation for dynamics of the magnetization M
r
in an applied effective magnetic field is 
determined by the fact that the electrons, responsible for the magnetism of the atoms have angular 
momentum. Their magnetization M
r
precesses in an applied effective magnetic field, and the torque 
exerted by this field is : 
0e effM Hτ γ µ= − ×
r r
             (2.40) 
Where eγ  is the electron gyromagnetic ratio. Thus, the equation of motion for the magnetization, 
in the absence of damping is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0e eff G effdM t M t H t M t H tdt γ µ γ= − × = − ×
r
r r r r
    
(2.41)  
The constant Gγ is the gyromagnetic ratio and proportional to the electron gyromagnetic ratio eγ . 
The latter in the SI system of units is given by 11 1 1
2 1.760 10ee s T
µγ − −= = ×
h
. The Gilbert 
gyromagnetic ratio is therefore: 
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5 1 1
0 2.2127606 10G e mA sγ µ γ − −= = ×          (2.42) 
The equation 2.41 just describes a motion of precession of Mr  around the direction of effH
r
. 
To correctly model the magnetization dynamics, the damping term should be included to 
the equation (2.41), therefore; The magnetization dynamics of any nanomagnet under the 
influence of an effective field effH
r
 acting on it is described by the vector Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation [28]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )eff eff
s
dM t
M t H t M t M t H t
dt M
αγγ  = − × − × ×
 
r
r r r r r
        (2.43) 
s
M is the saturation magnetization of the magnetostrictive layer and α is the Gilbert damping 
factor [32] associated with internal dissipation in the magnet when its magnetization rotates. We 
can simplify equation (2.43) by normalizing the magnetization with respect to Ms(saturation 
magnetization) which is a conserved quantity (constant) for a single domain magnetostrictive layer 
at a constant temperature.  
This yields: 
2 2 2;  1x y z
s
M
m m m m
M
= + + =
r
r
.                                        (2.44) 
Here, xm , ym  and zm are respectively the x-, y- and z-components of the normalized magnetization 
vector m
r
.   Thus, in terms of the individual components in Cartesian coordinates system, equation 
2.43 becomes:       
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(2.45) 
Where 
eff jH − is the j-th component of effH
r
. 
The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation allows one to describe how the magnetization evolves 
with time. The time evolution of the magnetization of the nanomagnet is given by solving a set of 
coupled LLG equations of equation.2.45. The solution of the LLG equation is carried out 
numerically. In this work, both Runge-Kutta and Euler method are used to solve this coupled 
nonlinear ODE equation. 
It should be Noted that ( )xm t  , ( )ym t and ( )zm t are not independent of each other as they 
are related through equation (2.44) and we can use the parametric representation: 
( ) sin ( ) cos ( ) ;  ( ) sin ( ) sin ( ) ; m ( ) cos ( )x y zm t t t m t t t t tθ φ θ φ θ= = =       (2.46) 
This simplifies equation (2.45) to two coupled equations for the magnetization orientation  ,  i iθ φ  
for the i-th nanomagnet: 
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The above result show that there are two independent degrees of freedom  ,  i iθ φ for each 
nanomagnet and they are influenced by their coupling to their neighboring nanomagnets whose 
magnetization orientations ,j jθ φ that is accounted by the dipole contribution to the Heff in 
equation(2.35). 
2.9 Energy dissipation 
The energy dissipated in flipping a bit has two components: 
i) Energy dissipated while applying, reversing and removing a voltage on the piezoelectric 
layer for generating stress. This is the energy dissipated in the clocking circuit and is given by [6]: 
( )
2
2
1
2 1clock
RCE CV
RC
ω
ω
=
+
             (2.48) 
where C is the capacitance of the piezoelectric layer, R is the resistance of the wires and V is the 
voltage applied across it. We assume that the voltage waveform is sinusoidal with a period 2pi ω . 
However, the problem with this RC circuit is that the 2
1 ( )
2
CV
 energy stored in the capacitor 
(piezoelectric layer), when it is fully charged, minus the dissipation in the resistor, will be 
dissipated in the power source in each cycle. A better scheme is to use an LCR circuit where 
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energy is merely transferred between the capacitive and inductive elements and the only energy 
lost per cycle is the energy dissipated in the resistive element [6]. In such a clocking circuit, the 
energy dissipated is: 
2
2( )
clock
VE RC
R
pi ω=                      (2.49) 
ii) Internal energy dissipated in the magnet during magnetization rotation [28]. This energy 
dE is calculated as: 
( )
0 .  
d
eff
dE t dMH d
dt dt
µ
Ω
= − Ω∫
r
r
              (2.50) 
By substituting equation (2.43) for dM
dt
r
  in equation (2.50) and integrating one obtains: 
( ) ( ) ( ) 202
0 0
  | |  (1 )
d
d eff
s
dEE dt H t M t dt
dt M
τ τ αµ ν
τ
α
Ω 
= − = ×  + 
∫ ∫
r r
       
(2.51) 
This expression clearly shows that this dissipation is associated with damping in the magnet 
because it disappears when 0α = . 
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Chapter 3  
 
Bennett clocking with strain in multiferroic 
nanomagnets for unidirectional logic propagation in a 
nanomagnetic “wire” and a universal logic (NAND) gate 
The multiferroic nanomagnetic logic element, consisting of a magnetostrictive layer 
elastically coupled to a piezoelectric layer, implements unidirectional propagation of information 
using nearest-neighbor dipole field coupling between neighboring nanomagnets while being 
clocked by a "stress cycle" that lowers and restores the shape anisotropy barrier. The nanomagnets 
are designed to be elliptical to provide enough uniaxial shape anisotropy to be stable against 
switching spontaneously under thermal noise. These nanomagnets have bistable magnetization 
orientation and prefer to be magnetized up ”1” or down “0”. Thus, this bistability provides the 
basis for encoding information in a nanomagnet based device. 
In this chapter, we will discuss: (i) The static energy landscape of the multiferroic nanomagnetics. 
(ii) The magnetization dynamics of dipole coupled multiferroic nanomagnets in a logic "wire" in 
which individual nanomagnets are clocked (their magnetization can be rotated by a large angle) 
with a tiny voltage of few tens of mV applied to the piezoelectric layer). (iii) The switching 
dynamics of a multiferroic nanomagnetic NAND gate with fan-in/fan-out. While (i) involves 
plotting the energy profiles, (ii) and (iii) are simulated by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
(LLG) equation while neglecting thermal noise. 
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3.1 The energy landscape and static behavior of nanomagnet 
 
Before starting a study of the magnetization dynamics of the multiferroic nanomagnetic 
logic, it is necessary to understand the energy landscape (profile of energy vs. orientation of 
magnetization) of both single nanomagnet and dipole-coupled nanomagnets. The static energy 
profile of nanomagnets is essential to determine the effective field that drives the magnetization 
dynamics. We first study a single isolated nanomagnet and then extend our discussion to dipole-
coupled nanomagnets.  
Fig. 3.1 shows energy landscape of a single nanomagnet versus its in-plane angle
 ( )Degϕ . 
There are 2 minimum stable energy orientations at angles 00 90&90- =φ , at which the 
nanomagnet naturally prefers to be directed and is stable while there is also a maximum energy 
level at 0 00  180andϕ = , at which the magnetization in the nanomagnet is unstable. These two 
stable directions are called “Easy axis” and the unstable direction is considered as “Hard axis”. At 
the hard axis, the magnetization of nanomagnet is unstable and it would rather not be in this 
direction.  
The difference in energy level between the hard axis and the easy axis of a nanomagnet is 
called “energy barrier of nanomagnet” and the clocking field (or stress in our case) is needed to 
remove this barrier. Thus, the nanomagnet should be designed to have sufficient energy barrier that 
the magnetization orientation is stabilized against the effect of thermal noise.       
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Fig 3.1. Energy Landscape of a single domain nanomagnet. 
 
The energy barrier of a nanomagnet is similar to a wall, which resists changing the state of the 
magnetization in the nanomagnet. Therefore, it is necessary to apply an external field/stress to 
remove this barrier and allow magnet to start rotating. Figure.3.2 shows the energy barrier of a 
single domain nanomagnet. 
The energy barrier of a nanomagnet can be calculated through the difference between two states of 
nanomagnet at 00 90&90- =φ and 00=φ . Equation 2.24 gives the total energy of a single 
nanomagnet. Therefore, by considering 090=θ . We have: 
)90,0()90,9090( ==−=−== θφθφ memeb EorEE            (3.1) 
 For a nanomagnet with a=105nm ~ b=95nm~ t=6n, its energy barrier is about ~32(KT) ~0.75 eV, 
which is the energy that must be applied to lower this barrier and rotate the magnetization to the 
easy axis. 
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Fig 3.2. Energy barrier prediction for a single nanomagnet. 
 
 
The dipole-coupled nanomagnet can be considered as 2 nearest nanomagnets so that the stray 
magnetic field affects the other. The initial orientation of these magnets and their magnetization 
direction has dominant influence on their magnetization dynamics under stress (when clocked)..  
The figures 3.3 and 3.4 show energy landscape of a dipole-couple nanomagnet with 00=γ (the 
angle between two magnets) and 090=γ . This implies that the nanomagnets position relative to 
each other plays an important role in behavior of dipole coupled nanomagnets. If the 00=γ  (the 
line joining the centers is coincides with the hard axis), they like to be anti-ferromagnetic. On the 
other hand, if the 090=γ  (the line joining the centers is coincides with the easy axis), they prefer 
to be ferromagnetic. These different configurations are useful for implementing the universal 
NAND logic gate.  
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Fig 3.3. Energy landscape of an antiferromagnetic dipole nanomagnet. 
For performing nanomagnetic computation or for propagation of nanomagnetic logic two 
things are essential: (i) Clocking field to remove the barrier and reset the nanomagnet and (ii) 
directed bias field during withdrawal of stress (dipole coupling). Fig 3.3, shows the dipole magnets 
has down direction and magnet j is considered as stiff magnet. Due to dipole coupling energy, the 
magnet i is under the effect of this additional field and prefers to be in the opposite direction. The 
dipole effect reduces the energy barrier of the magnet i and the minimum stress needed for rotating 
it should remove this reduced barrier. 
 
The same scenario can be described for Fig 3.4, however in this configuration the nanomagnets 
would rather to be ferromagnetic and the effect of dipole coupling is about two times more than 
previous configuration.   
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Fig 3.4. The energy configuration of a ferromagnetic dipole nanomagnet. 
 
3.2 Critical stress  
To start rotating a nanomagnet, it is typically necessary apply sufficient stress to beat the 
shape anisotropy barrier and rotate the magnet to its hard axis so the correct state under influence 
of nearest nanomagnet (dipole-coupling) can be achieved when this stress is withdrawn. So, it is 
interesting to know the minimum stress for starting the rotation of the nanomagnet in the absence 
of thermal noise. This minimum stress is known as the critical stress and when dipole coupling is 
not considered it is given by: 
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         (3.2) 
 
 
 
3.3 The multiferroic nanomagnetic logic “wires”. 
 
To propagate a bit of information a nanomagnetic chain “wire” is needed. This is achieved 
by pattering a line of identical single domain nanomagnets next to a stiff input bit (a nanomagnet 
with higher energy barrier) and resetting them individually to have their magnetizations pointing 
along their hard axis. This is achieved with strain, which is generated in the PZT layer upon 
applying an electrostatic potential across it. This strain is elastically transferred to the 
magnetostrictive layer and rotates its magnetization by ~ 900 to implement Bennett clocking in 
nanomagnetic logic chains. Due to the small voltage needed, this clocking method is far more 
energy-efficient than those that would employ spin transfer torque or magnetic fields to rotate the 
magnetization. In order to assess if such a clocking scheme can be also reasonably fast, we have 
studied the magnetization dynamics of a multiferroic logic chain and universal NAND gate with 
nearest neighbor dipole coupling using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation in this chapter.  
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Fig 3.5. A schematic showing how a magnetic chain can be used to transfer information from input to 
another point and propagate a logic bit through a chain of four dipole coupled multiferroic 
nanomagnets with Bennett clocking implemented with stress. (First row) a chain of elliptical 
nanomagnets in the ground state with magnetization orientation indicated by arrows. (Second row) 
Magnetization of the first magnet is flipped with an external agent and the second magnet finds itself in 
a tied state where it experiences no net dipole interaction. (Third row) The second and the third magnet 
are subjected to electrically induced stresses that rotate their magnetizations close to the hard axis. 
(Fourth row) The second magnet is freed from stress so that its magnetization relaxes to the easy axis 
as a result of shape anisotropy, and it switches to the desired “up” state rather than the incorrect 
“down” state since the dipole interaction from the left neighbor is now stronger than that from the right 
neighbor so that the tie is resolved.  
Fixed input nanomagnet 
Stress 
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We have used 4th order Runge-Kutta method   to solve the system of coupled differential 
equations in Equations (2.45) and (2.47) for the linear chain of four coupled multiferroic elements 
shown in fig.3.6 The solution yields the orientation ( ) , ( )i it tθ φ of the magnetization vector in any 
multiferroic element in the chain at any instant of time t.  
In this study, we have assumed that the magnetostrictive layers are made of polycrystalline 
Terenol-D which has the following parameters: (3/2)λs=9×10-4, M
s 
= 0.8×106A/m [22,33], and 
average Young’s modulus Y = 108 10×  Pa [34]. We assume that the Gilbert damping constant for 
Terfenol-D is 0.1α =  based on high [ ]0.1α >  values for heavier elements such as dysprosium 
[32]. The dimensions of each nanomagnet are ~ 101.75 nm × 98.25 nm × 10 nm and the center-to-
center separation between neighboring elements (or pitch) is 200 nm. The above parameters were 
chosen to ensure that: (i) the shape anisotropy energy of the elements is sufficiently high (~0.8 eV 
or ~32kT at room temperature) so that the equilibrium bit error probability due to spontaneous 
magnetization flipping is very low (~ 32 1410e− −≈ ), (ii) the dipole interaction energy is limited to 
0.26 eV which is significantly lower than the shape anisotropy energy to prevent spontaneous 
flipping of magnetization, but is still large enough to ensure that the magnetization of the 
multiferroic elements always flips to the correct orientation when stress is released, even under the 
influence of random thermal fluctuations. We recognize however that quantifying the relationship 
between switching speed, temperature, dipole coupling and error probability is beyond the scope of 
this section since that would need solving the stochastic LLG equation [11] or Fokker-Plank 
equations [28]. 
In all our simulations, the initial magnetizations of the multiferroics always corresponds to the 
ground state of the array where the four magnetizations are anti-ferromagnetically ordered, i.e. each 
multiferroic magnetization is along the major axis (which is the easy axis) and nearest neighbors 
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have anti-parallel magnetizations as shown in the first row of Fig. 3.5  At time t = 0, the first 
multiferroic (far left) has its magnetization flipped abruptly (second row of Fig.3.5). We then 
consider the time evolutions of the magnetizations of every multiferroic nanomagnet in various 
cases when stress is applied to the second and third nanomagnets in arbitrary time sequences.  
The maximum value of stress that we have considered is 40 MPa which can be generated by a 
voltage of ~ 200 mV applied across the PZT layer. We calculate this as follows: The PZT layer can 
transfer up to 500×10-6 strain to the Terfenol-D layer. This strain generates a stress of 40 MPa in 
the Terfenol-D layer, which is found by multiplying the strain with the average Young’s modulus 
of Terfenol-D, assuming linearity. Since the piezoelectric coefficient of PZT 1031 10 m/Vd
−
≈ − , the 
voltage required to induce this strain in the PZT layer that is 40 nm thick is 200 mV. The 
corresponding maximum stress-anisotropy energy is [ ]3
2 s
λ σΩ = 682kT, which is much more than 
the shape anisotropy energy barrier of 32 kT, and is therefore more than adequate to turn the 
magnetization to the hard axis from the easy axis. The excess energy of 650kT (682kT - 32kT) is 
consumed to speed up the rotation. 
The local effective field on each nanomagnet ( )effH t
r
 is calculated at each time step from 
Equation (2.33 , 2.35). We also assume that stress is applied instantaneously and removed 
instantaneously. The rationale for this assumption is that the capacitance of a 40 nm-thick PZT 
layer of surface area 101.75 nm × 98.25 nm is 1.74 fF, if we assume the relative dielectric constant 
of PZT to be 1000. We also assume that the PZT layer is electrically accessed with a silver wire of 
resistivity ~2.6 µΩ-cm [36] so that an access line of length 10 µm and cross section 50 nm × 50 nm 
has resistance ~100 Ω. Therefore, the RC time constant associated with charging the capacitor is 
0.174 picoseconds while the magnetization switching time is always more than 0.5 nanoseconds. 
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This allows us to consider the onset and removal of stress as instantaneous. Furthermore, the 
mechanical resonance frequency of such as system can be approximately calculated as
1
4
f Y
L
ρ= , where ρ is the density and L is the long dimension.  Since, the PZT layer is much 
thicker than the Terfenol-D layer, we assume average ρ = 7,500 Kg/m3 [37], average Young’s 
modulus dominated by PZT is Y=60 GPa [37] and L~100 nm. Consequently, the resonance 
frequency turns out to be 7 GHz. We may be able to scale the size to L ~50 nm to increase the 
resonance frequency to ~ 14 GHz (that corresponds to a time period of 70 ps), which is shorter than 
0.5 ns. Hence, it is a very good approximation to consider the stress to be applied instantaneously. 
This analysis shows that ultimately the Bennett clock rate of multiferroic logic is likely to be 
limited by the magnetic and then mechanical response of the structure! In this section, we discuss 
two illustrative cases, with the first case being the simplest, in which the logic chain in fig.3.6 is 
Bennett clocked by applying only compressive stress of 5.2 MPa to the second and third 
nanomagnets. The voltage required to generate this stress is 26 mV (the voltage scales linearly with 
stress; hence, if 200 mV generates 40 MPa, then 26 mV will generate 5.2 MPa).  
 
Fig 3.6.The second and third nanomagnet is stressed simultaneously. 
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The second and third nanomagnets are stressed instantaneously at times t = 0 and t = 0.02 ns 
respectively, assuming that the first nanomagnet’s magnetization has been flipped by some external 
agent at t = 0 to provide input data to the chain. Once stress has rotated the second and third 
nanomagnets’ magnetizations by nearly 900 (i.e. their projections on the plane of the magnets have 
undergone a 900 rotation to align along the common hard axis), it is removed abruptly from the 
second nanomagnet while still being held constant on the third. The relaxed second nanomagnet 
then gradually settles down to the correct magnetization state anti-parallel to that of the first 
because of the influence of its shape anisotropy and dipole interaction from its neighbors. This is 
shown in the fourth row of Fig. 3.5. The input bit, provided to the first nanomagnet, has now 
successfully propagated to the second, which means that Bennett clocking has been successfully 
implemented. 
The simulation result in Fig.3.7 shows that complete switching of the second multiferroic’s 
magnetization vector (from “down” to “up”) takes ~ 1 ns. Note that the switching corresponds to 
the azimuthal angle 2φ of the second magnet changing from -900 to + 700. After the second 
nanomagnet has switched, we can release the stress on the third. Therefore, the stress on the third 
magnet needs to be maintained for a total duration of ~ 1 ns, which means that the maximum clock 
rate achievable in this case is 1/(1 ns) = 1 GHz. 
In the second case, we apply a larger 40 MPa compressive stress on the second and third 
multiferroics until their magnetizations align along the hard axis (i.e. 2φ becomes 00). We then 
reverse the stress on the second multiferroic from compressive to tensile, which aids it to relax 
faster from the hard axis to the easy axis. As a result, the total switching time to switch the second 
multiferroic’s magnetization vector reduces to ~ 0.5 ns as can be seen in Fig.3.10.  However, in this 
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case, the high stress causes significant "out of plane" excursion of the magnetization vector. We 
discuss the two cases below.  
 
3.3.1 Case 1: Compressive stress of 5.2 MPa is applied instantaneously on multiferroic 
nanomagnets 2 and 3 by applying a potential of 26 mV, followed by instantaneous removal of 
stress from multiferroic nanomagnet 2 after its magnetization aligns close to the in-plane 
hard axis. 
We apply a compressive stress of 5.2 MPa on the second and third multiferroic nanomagnets 
as a step function in time at t=0 and t=0.02 ns respectively. Since, Terfenol-D has positive 
magnetostriction, this tends to rotate their magnetizations to a direction perpendicular to the 
direction of the applied stress. It should be noted that we assume that both magnetization 
orientations rotate to the right to simplify the numerical analysis. The analysis would be identical if 
both magnetizations rotated to the left, because of the symmetry. By “phasing” our clock so that 
stress is applied on the second nanomagnet slightly before it is applied on the third, we ensure that 
the x-component of dipoleH
r
 due to the initial rotation of the second nanomagnet favors lining up the 
third nanomagnet’s magnetization in the same direction (parallel). Ultimately, the second magnet’s 
magnetization turns anti clockwise from 2 90
oφ = −  to nearly 0o and third multiferroic’s 
magnetization rotates clockwise from 3 90
oφ = +  to nearly0o, so that they both align close to the 
hard axis and are mutually parallel. As shown in Fig 3.7, the time taken for this 90o rotation to 
occur, which orients the second and third multiferroics along the hard axis, is ~0.4 ns. At this point, 
the nearest-neighbor dipole coupling makes the first and fourth  multiferroics’ magnetizations 
rotate slightly away from the “down” orientation to the “down and slightly right” orientation so that 
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their orientations are 0 01 482  , 66φ φ≈ − ≈ − . This is shown in Fig. 3.7 These peripheral 
multiferroic elements rotate because of dipole coupling even though no stress is applied on them. 
However, the dipole coupling is not strong enough to make them overcome their shape anisotropy 
energy, so they do not switch or flip their magnetizations.  
After ~0.4 ns have elapsed and both the second and third multiferroics have their 
magnetizations oriented close to the in-plane hard axis, stress is removed abruptly from the second 
multiferroic, while the third is still held at 5.2 MPa compression. As shown in Fig.3.7, the 
magnetization of the second multiferroic now gradually relaxes to the nearly “up” state due to 
dipole interactions with its two neighbors and shape anisotropy. This shows successful execution of 
Bennett clocking, but this last relaxation takes another ~0.6 ns. Thus, the switching process that 
flips the second multiferroic’s magnetization from “down” to nearly “up” takes a total time of ~ 0.4 
ns + 0.6 ns = ~1.0 ns Hence, a bit propagates through one unit of the logic chain in ~ 1 ns, which 
makes the maximum allowed clock rate 1 GHz. 
Let us now focus on the peripheral elements in the chain (nanomagnets 1 and 4). After t~ 0.4 
ns, the first element’s magnetization begins to rotate back towards 01 90φ = − once stress in 
removed from the second element. However, it can never quite reach 01 90φ = −  because the second 
element’s magnetization does not rotate beyond 02 70φ ≈  owing to the strong x-component of 
dipoleH
r
caused by the magnetization of the third element. This dipole field also causes the fourth 
element’s magnetization to settle at 04 66φ ≈ − . Since we had ensured that the dipole energy is 
much smaller than the shape anisotropy energy, the peripheral elements cannot rotate beyond
0
~ 65− . 
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Fig.3.7.Magnetization angles φ  [which are the projections of the magnetization vector on the 
magnet’s plane] versus time plotted for the four multiferroic nanomagnets (PZT/Terfenol-D) in 
the chain shown in Fig. 2 when compressive stresses of 5.2 MPa are applied abruptly to the 
second and third nanomagnets at time t = 0 and t=0.02 ns, respectively. Stress is removed 
abruptly from the second nanomagnet after 0.386 ns when it assumes an orientation along the in-
plane hard axis while the third nanomagnet remains stressed throughout this time interval. Note 
that even though magnets 1 and 4 are unstressed, their magnetizations rotate slightly because of 
dipole interaction with their stressed neighbors. 
As already stated, the voltage required to generate a stress of 5.2 MPa in the PZT layer is ~ 
26 mV. Hence, the energy dissipated in the clocking cycle is ( ) 21 2 CV = 140 kT at room 
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temperature during the turn-on phase of the voltage and another ( ) 21 2 CV = 140 kT during the 
turn-off phase. Thus, by dissipating 280 kT of energy in the clocking circuit, we can achieve ~ 1 
GHz clock rate.  
There is however some additional energy dissipated in the magnet itself when it 
reverses magnetization [38]. This energy is calculated as [5]  
∫ ×+
Ω
=
τ
α
γαµ
0
2
2
0
)1( dtHMME effsd
rr
          (3.3) 
where effHM
rr
× is the effective torque acting on a nanomagnet due to the combined effects of shape 
anisotropy, stress and dipole interaction [5]. This energy is calculated numerically for all four 
magnets following the prescription of ref. [5] and then added up. It turns out to be another ~ 150 
kT. Thus, the total energy dissipated per clock cycle per bit flip in this case is ~ 430 kT. 
 
The magnetization vector of any magnet of course need not be constrained to the plane of the 
magnet under stress. It can lift out of the plane and the out-of-plane excursion is measured by the 
polar angle θ . Fig. 3.8 shows the extent of the out-of-plane excursion of the magnetization vector. 
The polar angles 2 3,θ θ  deviate by no more than 03 from 900, which is the magnet's plane, when the 
stress is 5.2 MPa. Thus, as long as the stress is small, the magnetization vector barely lifts out of 
the magnet's plane and virtually all the rotation takes place in the plane.  
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Fig 3.8. Out-of-plane excursion of the magnetization vector. Polar angles θ  versus time 
plotted for the four nanomagnets in the chain shown in Fig.3.6  when the second and third 
nanomagnets are subjected to the stress cycle. 
 
The complex motion of the tip of the magnetization vector in three-dimensional space is shown in 
Fig 3.9. Note that the tip always resides pretty much in the x-y plane which is the plane of the 
magnet.  However, even the small out-of-plane excursion has a significant effect on the switching 
delay. It speeds up the switching because the “out-of-plane” magnetization leads to a significant 
Heffalong the z-direction due to the large out-of-plane shape anisotropy (demagnetization factor 
Nd_zz). Interestingly, this out of plane Heff  provides a large torque ( )effM H×r r  that speeds up the 
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in-plane rotation because switching via the precessional mode is faster than switching via the 
damped mode.  
 
Fig 3.9 Three dimensional plot of magnetization components of nanomagnet 2 showing the 
spatial excursion of the tip of the magnetization vector. The stress cycle on all magnets is 
the same as in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 . 
 
3.3.2 - Case 2: Compressive stress of 40 MPa is applied on multiferroic nanomagnets 2 and 3 
to align their magnetizations along the hard axis, followed by applying a tensile stress of 40 
MPa on multiferroic nanomagnet 2 to help it relax to its easy axis faster and in the process 
flipping its magnetization. 
 
The lessons learned from Case I tell us that we can make the switching process faster if we: 
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(i)Increase the magnitude of stress on the nanomagnets since that will result in a larger “effective 
field” effH
r
, and (ii)Make the relaxation from the hard to the easy axis faster for the second 
nanomagnet. This relaxation is slow since the only “driving force” on the nanomagnet after stress 
is removed comes from the effective field produced by the shape anisotropy and dipole coupling. 
Consequently, application of a tensile stress that drives the magnetization away from the hard axis 
could increase the “driving force” and make the relaxation faster. This would require that we 
reverse the stress from compressive to tensile on the second nanomagnet (by reversing the polarity 
of the voltage) after its magnetization vector reaches the hard axis. 
 
 
Fig. 3.10 shows that merely increasing the compressive stress on the second and third nanomagnets 
from 5.2 MPa to 40 MPa decreases the time it takes to align both nanomagnets along the hard axis 
to about ~ 0.1 ns from the ~0.5 ns found in Case I. Once nanomagnets 2 and 3 line up along their 
common hard axis, we reverse the sign of the stress on the second nanomagnet from 40 MPa 
compression to 40 MPa tension, which then makes the magnetization relax to the nearly “up” state 
in only another ~0.5 ns, after all the ripples and ringing die down to around ~5º from the easy axis. 
Thus, by increasing the magnitude of stress and by aiding the relaxation process with stress 
reversal, we can shorten the total switching time from 1 ns to about 0.5 ns. This increases the 
maximum clock rate from 1 GHz to 2 GHz.  
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Fig 3.10 Magnetization angle φ  versus time plotted for the four nanomagnets in the chain of Fig.3.5. 
A compressive stress of 40 MPa is applied abruptly on the second and third nanomagnets at time t = 0 
and t=0.02 ns respectively with a voltage of 0.2 V. Stress on the second nanomagnet is reversed from 
compression to tension by switching the polarity of the voltage after 0.095 ns (i.e. after the 
nanomagnets come close to the hard axis) while the third nanomagnet is held at 40 MPa compression. 
 
  Here again, the dipole coupling is not strong enough to overcome the shape anisotropy energy; 
therefore, the magnetizations of first and the fourth nanomagnets do not rotate beyond ~ 065− . 
The magnetization of the first nanomagnet reaches ~ 083− around 0.15 ns but then rotates back to 
090− (as the second nanomagnet settles close to the 090+ state due to application of a high tensile 
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stress). The x-component of the dipoleH
r
due to the magnetization of the third nanomagnet 
makes the magnetization of the fourth rotate further and settle at~ 066− . 
 
The energy dissipated in the clocking circuit is computed as follows:  When the compressive 
stress is turned on, we will dissipate energy of ( ) 21 2 CV in the clock line attached to either 
nanomagnet 2 or nanomagnet 3. When stress is reversed, we will dissipate an additional energy of 
( ) ( )21 2 2C V  in the clock line attached to magnet 2. Finally, when stress is removed, we will 
dissipate energy of ( ) 21 2 CV  in the lines attached to either magnet. Thus, the total energy that we 
will spend to flip the magnetization of the second magnet is 3CV2, which is 50,000 kT since V = 
200 mV and C = 1.74 fF. 
 
To this energy we must add the energy dissipated in all four magnets during magnetization 
reversal. This additional energy is calculated numerically following the method of ref. [5] and it 
turns out to be another ~ 2000 kT at room temperature. Hence the total energy dissipated per clock 
cycle per bit flip is ~ 52,000 kT. 
Fig. 3.11 shows the out-of-plane excursion of the magnetization vector. In this case,  2 3,θ θ  
deviate by 015± from the 90º position, showing that the magnetization vector lifts out of the 
magnet's plane by 015±
.
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Fig 3.11. Out-of-plane excursion of the magnetization vector. Polar angle θ  versus time 
plotted for the four nanomagnets in the chain of Fig3.5 . The stress cycle is the same as in Fig. 
3.10. 
 
This produces a large out-of-plane Heff as explained earlier, which produces a large torque 
( )effM H×r r that speeds up the switching by causing significant processional motion of the 
magnetization vector. Fig. 3.12 shows the complex dynamics of the tip of the magnetization vector 
in three-dimensional space. This complex dynamics is responsible for all the ripples we see in Fig. 
3.9 and 3.12. 
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Fig 3.12. : Three dimensional plot of magnetization components of nanomagnet 2 showing 
the spatial excursion of the tip of the magnetization vector. The stress cycle on all magnets is 
the same as in Figs 3.10 and 3.11. 
 
3.3.3 Conclusion for multiferroic nanomagnetic logic  
    In this section, we have discussed the magnetization dynamics associated with Bennett clocking 
of multiferroic logic by formulating and solving the appropriate LLG equations. Our results show 
that clock rates of 2 GHz are achievable with proper design if we use common materials like 
Terfenol-D and lead zirconium titanate (PZT) to construct the multiferroic logic switches. For a 
clock rate of 2 GHz, the energy dissipated per clock cycle per bit flip can be 1-2 orders of 
magnitude smaller than in transistor circuits [39] and at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller than in 
NML clocked with spin transfer torque. On the other hand, if we are willing to settle for a clock 
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rate of 1 GHz, then the energy dissipated is potentially 3 orders of magnitude smaller than in 
transistor circuits [39] and 6 orders of magnitude smaller than in NML driven with spin transfer 
torque. Moreover, transistors tend to have a leakage current and hence encounter significant 
standby power dissipation, which NML does not. Therefore, NML employing multiferroic 
nanomagnets can emerge as a very viable candidate for the next generation of computers and signal 
processors.  
 
3.4 The universal multiferroic nanomagnetic logic gate 
     In this section, the switching dynamics of a multiferroic nanomagnetic NAND gate with fan-
in/fan-out (Fig 3.13) is simulated by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation while 
neglecting thermal fluctuation effects. The gate and logic wires are implemented with dipole-
coupled 2-phase (magnetostrictive/piezoelectric) multiferroic elements that are clocked with 
electrostatic potentials of ~50 mV applied to the piezoelectric layer generating 10.1 MPa stress in 
the magnetostrictive layers for switching. We show that a pipeline bit throughput rate of ~ 0.5 GHz 
is achievable with proper magnet layout and sinusoidal four-phase clocking. The gate operation is 
completed in 2 ns with a latency of 4 ns. We will show that the total (internal + external) energy 
dissipated for a single gate operation at this throughput rate can be achieved to be near ~ 500 kT in 
the gate and ~1250 kT in the 12-magnet array comprising two input and two output wires for fan-in 
and fan-out. This makes it respectively 3 and 5 orders of magnitude more energy-efficient than 
complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor-transistor (CMOS) based and spin-transfer-torque-
driven nanomagnet based NAND gates respectively. Finally, we show that the dissipation in the 
external clocking circuit can always be reduced asymptotically to zero using increasingly slow 
adiabatic clocking, such as by designing the RC time constant to be 3 orders of magnitude smaller 
than the clocking period. However, the 
eliminated if we want to perform fault
 
Fig 3.13. Schematic view of the 
wires" and fan-out. The magnetizatio
state corresponsing to input-1 = 1 and input
 
3.4.1  Magnet switching schemes
The nanomagnet’s advanta
switch the nanomagnet becomes so energy
circuit vastly exceeds the energy dissipated in the nanomagnet. In the end, this can make magnetic 
architectures less energy-efficient than transistor based architectures, thereby defeat
purpose of using magnetic switches. Therefore, the switching scheme is vital.
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Magnets are typically switched with either a magnetic field generated by a current [40], or with 
spin transfer torque , or with domain wall motion induced by a spin polarized current. In the first 
approach, a local magnetic field is generated by a local current based on Ampere’s law that leads to 
large I2R losses in the circuit There is also another disadvantage; the magnetic field cannot be 
confined to small spaces, which means that individual magnets cannot be addressed unless the 
magnet density is sparse (magnet separation ≥  0.5 µm). That not only reduces device density, but 
might make dipole interaction between magnets so weak as to make magnetic quantum cellular 
automata inoperable. Therefore, this method is best adapted to addressing not individual magnets, 
but groups of (closely spaced) magnets together. However, that approach makes magnetic quantum 
cellular automata architecture non-pipelined and hence very slow [17]. In the end, this is clearly not 
an optimal method of switching magnetic switches. 
Spin transfer torque (STT) is better adapted to addressing individual magnets since it 
switches magnets with a spin polarized current passed directly through the magnet. It dissipates 
about 108kTof energy to switch a single-domain nanomagnet in ~ 1 ns, even when the energy 
barrier within the magnet is only ~ 30 kT [92]. Thus, it is not better than the first approach in terms 
of energy efficiency. A more efficient method of switching a magnet is by inducing domain wall 
motion by passing a spin polarized current through the magnet. There is at least one report of 
switching a multi-domain nanomagnet in 2 ns by this approach while dissipating 104kT– 105kT of 
energy [93]. This makes it 1-2 orders of magnitude more energy-efficient than a transistor in a 
circuit. 
Recently, we devised a much more efficient magnet switching scheme. We showed that a 2-
phase multiferroic nanomagnet, consisting of a piezoelectric layer elastically coupled with a 
magnetostrictive layer, can be switched by applying a small voltage of few mV to the piezoelectric 
layer [4], [7]. This voltage generates uniaxial strain in the piezoelectric layer that is transferred 
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almost entirely to the magnetostrictive layer by elastic coupling if the latter layer is much thinner 
than the former. Uniaxiality can be enforced in two ways: either by applying the electric field in the 
direction of expansion and contraction (d33 coupling) or by mechanically clamping the multiferroic 
in one direction and allowing expansion/contraction in the perpendicular direction through d31 
coupling when the voltage is applied across the piezoelectric layer. The substrate is assumed to be 
a soft material (e.g. a polymer) that allows uniaxial expansion/contraction. The uniaxial 
strain/stress will cause the magnetization of the magnetostrictive layer to rotate by a large angle. 
Such rotations can be used for Bennett clocking of NML gates for logic bit propagation [4]. In ref. 
[5-7], we showed that the energy dissipated in the magnet and clock together is a few hundreds of 
kT for a switching delay of 1 ns or less. This makes it one of the most energy-efficient magnet 
switching schemes. 
 
Fig 3.14. Two nanomagnets whose hard axes are at an angle γ to the line joining their centers  
. 
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In this work, we will study the switching dynamics of a NAND gate with fan-in/fan-out wires 
implemented with multiferroic elements with dimension of 105nm~95nm~6nm and will calculate 
the energy dissipation in the entire block assuming low enough temperature when effects of 
thermal fluctuations can be neglected. At room temperature, thermal fluctuations will act as a 
random magnetic field that will increase the switching error probability and mandate higher stress 
levels or dipole coupling (along with larger energy dissipation) for reliable gate operation. This 
study is deferred to next chapters. 
 
3.4.2  Results and discussions 
 
In this section as in the last one, we have used 4th order Runge-Kutta method,  to solve the 
system of 24 coupled ordinary differential equations for a specific geometric pattern of 
twelve dipole coupled multiferroic elements shown in Fig. 3.13. These 12 magnets 
comprise the NAND-gate and wiring for fan-out. The stress applied on the four 
nanomagnets comprising the actual gate follows a 4-phase sinusoidal clocking scheme 
shown in Fig 3.14 . The magnets are grouped into 7 groups I through VII. The sinusoidal 
clocks applied to each group and the relative phase lags between the clock signals for 
different groups is shown in Fig. 3.15 .  
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Fig 3.15 . A 4 phase clock showing sinusoidal stress applied to the nanomagnets. 
 
Clearly, a 4-phase clock is required. When the phase for the clock on magnets marked "I" goes 
past 90º so that the compressive stress on these magnets begins to decrease, the compressive stress 
on magnets marked II just begins to increase.  Thus, when the stress on magnets "I" has decreased 
to 1 2 of the maximum applied compression, the magnets marked "II" are at a state of 1 2 of 
the maximum compression and have been sufficiently rotated away from the easy direction. 
Consequently, as compressive stress decreases to a point where the shape anisotropy begins to 
dominate and therefore the magnetizations of magnets marked "I" rotate towards their easy axes, 
their orientation is influenced strongly and ultimately uniquely determined by the orientations of 
the "input" magnets ensuring uni-directionality of information propagation [5]. 
From the time-dependent voltages on any magnet, we derive the time-dependent stresses and 
hence the time dependent effective fields ( )ieffH tr on each magnet. These are used to solve the LLG 
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equation (24 coupled ODEs). The solutions yield the orientation ( ) , ( )i it tθ φ of each element. The 
in-plane magnetization orientation (  ( )i tφ ) of each of the 12 nanomagnets (Fig 3.14) is plotted to 
demonstrate: (i) successful NAND operation for any arbitrary input combination [(1,1), (0,0), (1,0), 
(0,1)] starting with the initial input state (1, 1), and (ii) the complete magnetization dynamics 
showing that the primitive gate operation is always completed in 2 ns and the latency is 4 ns. 
In this study, we assumed that the magnetostrictive layers were made of polycrystalline 
Terfenol-D with material properties and dimensions given in Table3.1. The piezoelectric layer is 
assumed to be lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) that has a reasonably large d31 coefficient (10-
10m/V[28]), albeit also a large relative dielectric constant of 1000. Terfenol-D was chosen for its 
high magnetostriction [32] . 
Table.3.1 Material parameters and geometric design for Terfenol-D 
3( )2 sλ  
49 10−× [33] 
sM  
6 10.8 10  A m−×  
Young’s modulus 108 10  Pa× [34] 
α  0.1 [32] 
Dimension  a b t× ×  105 95 5.8nm nm nm× ×  
r  200 nm 
 
 
The geometric parameters for the individual magnets and the array were chosen to ensure: (i) 
The shape anisotropy energy of the elements was sufficiently high (~0.8 eV or ~32kT at room 
temperature) so that the bit error probability due to spontaneous magnetization flipping was very 
low (~ 32 1410e− −≈ ). Further, this large shape anisotropy would need magnetic fields ~120 Oe to 
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flip the magnetization, making it robust to stray magnetic fields.  (ii) The dipole interaction energy 
was limited to 0.11 eV which was significantly lower than the shape anisotropy energy to prevent 
spontaneous flipping of magnetization, but large enough to ensure that the magnetization of the 
multiferroic elements always flipped to the correct orientation when stress was applied, even under 
the influence of random thermal fluctuations, and (iii) the maximum applied stress of 10.1 MPa 
corresponded to a stress-anisotropy energy [ ]3
2 s
λ σΩ = ~100 kT that was significantly larger than 
the shape anisotropy energy barrier of 32 kT.   
The reason why such large stress was required are: (1) some magnets (for example the magnet 
marked "III") had to overcome significant amount of dipole coupling from interaction with 
multiple neighbors to rotate close to the hard axis; (2) the stress anisotropy is least effective close 
to Φ=0 and hence the stress had to be large to ensure fast magnetization rotation for angles close to 
the hard axis. 
 
In all our simulations (Fig 3.16-3.19), the initial magnetizations of the nanomagnets always 
correspond to the ground state of the array corresponding to input bits “1” and “1”. When a new 
input stream arrives, the input bits are changed to conform to the new inputs. Thus, at time t = 0, 
the magnetizations of input-1 and input-2 are respectively set to (1, 1) [Fig 3.17],(0, 0) [Fig3.17] , 
(1, 0) [Fig 3.18], (0, 1) [Fig3.19]. 
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Fig.3.16.
 LLG simulation of magnetization dynamics of all magnets in the chain with initial 
(ground) states corresponding to the input-1=1 and input-2=1. 
We then consider the time evolution of the in-plane magnetization orientations of every 
multiferroic nanomagnet when a 4-phase stress cycle is applied, as shown in Fig3.15 ,to clock the 
array. In Fig 3.16, the inputs are unchanged as input-1 = 1 and input-2 = 1. This is a trivial case as 
the ground state already corresponds to the correct output. But it is still important to simulate the 
magnetization dynamics to verify that the gate works correctly. As seen in Fig3.16, all 
magnetizations rotate through ±90º to the hard axis under compressive stress and then rotate back 
to their initial (correct) orientations under the influence of dipole coupling as the stresses are 
reversed to tensile. This results in a logical NAND output of "0". As expected there is a phase (and 
time) lag between instants when the compressive stress reaches a maximum and the magnetization 
is closest to the hard axis. This is because magnetization takes a finite time to respond to the 
applied stress, as is evident from the LLG equations.  
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In Fig 3.17, the inputs are both changed so that input-1 = 0 and input-2 = 0. Therefore, all the 
magnets in the input wire, gate and output wire flip through 180º, rotating first through ±90º on 
application of a compressive stress and then further rotating through ±90º under the influence of 
dipole coupling. The phasing of the clock not only ensures the correct logical NAND output of "1" 
is reached but that the information is propagated unidirectionally through the input branches as 
well as the three output branches. The 4-phase clock achieves the following: As the compressive 
stress on a magnet is lowered to a point where the shape anisotropy barrier is about to be restored, 
the compressive stress on its right (subsequent) neighbor has already rotated it towards its hard 
axis. Therefore, the state of its left (previous) neighbor determines the easy direction towards 
which the stressed magnet will relax as the stress in lowered. This ensures unidirectional logic bit 
propagation as in the case of Bennett clocking [28]. 
 
Fig.3.17, Input-1=0 and input-2=0 followed by applying 4-phase clock, which results in 1. 
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Finally, Figs.3.18 and Fig 3.19 show magnetization dynamics for the cases when one of the inputs 
is set to "1" while the other is set to "0". Here again the correct logical NAND output of "1" is 
achieved and propagated to the three fan-out branches. 
In summary, we have proved through simulation that the NAND gate, fan-in and fan-out work 
correctly for all four input combinations for a given initial state of the nanomagnets. This was 
repeated for different initial ground states – (0, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 0) – in order to be exhaustive.  
 
 
 
Fig 3.18. Input-1=0 and input-2=1 followed by applying 4-phase clock, which results in 
output=1. 
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Fig 3.19.
 Input-1=1 and input-2=0 followed by applying 4-phase clock, which results in 
output=1 
 
3.4.3  Energy considerations: power dissipated internally in the magnets and externally in the 
clock 
 
There are two important sources of energy dissipation: (i) internal energy dissipated in the magnets 
due to Gilbert damping and (ii) external energy dissipated in the clock while charging the 
capacitance of the PZT layer that can be modeled as a parallel-plate capacitor.     
 
(i) Internal energy dissipation 
The internal energy dE dissipated in the magnets during magnetization rotation under stress was 
estimated using equation (2.51). The energy dissipated in the 4 nanomagnets (magnets 3, 4, 5 and  
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8) that comprise the NAND gate over one clock cycle varied depending on the operation 
performed. For example, when both inputs were "1" (Fig 3.13) the internal energy dissipated for a 
NAND operation was 479.16 kT while when both inputs were set to "0" (Fig 3.17), the internal 
energy dissipated for a NAND operation increased to 517.46 kT.  On the average, the energy 
dissipated in these four nanomagnets over one clock cycle is ~500 kT. When all 12 nanomagnets 
are considered, the average energy dissipated over one clock cycle is ~1250 kT for a NAND 
operation including fan-in/fan-out. Ultimately, this energy (~100kT/nanomagnet/bit) is well over 
the Landauer limit of kTln(2)[47] but considerably less than that dissipated in a transistor , or a 
nanomagnet switched with spin transfer torque[19], or domain wall motion [20] or current-
generated magnetic field [18] when the gate operation is completed in 2 ns. The extremely low 
energy dissipation of ~1250 kT per gate operation that we theoretically demonstrate with 
multiferroic logic may be achievable with domain wall logic as well [100] (internal energy 
dissipation ~2000kT/operation) but at considerably lower clocking speeds than the 0.5 GHz 
frequency achievable with multiferroic logic. More importantly, the energy dissipated in the 
external circuit that drives spin polarized current to migrate domain walls (which we call the 
external energy dissipation or energy dissipated in the clock circuit) would be many times higher 
[100] than that dissipated in the clocking circuit for multiferroic logic employing straintronics. 
Thus, the present scheme offers unmatched energy efficiency. 
The internal energy dissipation is governed by the (i) strength of dipole coupling needed to ensure 
the nanomagnets switch to the correct state with low dynamic error [51] under thermal noise and 
(ii) the large stress anisotropy needed to ensure that the switching is accomplished in ~ 2 ns. Thus, 
the internal dissipation depends on the error tolerance and the computational speed, as always. 
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(ii) Energy dissipated in the clock circuit (external dissipation) 
The energy dissipated in the clocking circuit is governed by the electrostatic potential that 
must be applied across the PZT layer to generate the stress (10.1 MPa) needed to overcome shape 
anisotropy and flip the magnetization of the Terfenol-D layer fast enough to complete the gate 
operation in 2 ns. In this work, we assume that the PZT layer is 40 nm thick (so that most of the 
strain generated in it is transferred to the much thinner Terfenol-D layer). On application of an 
electrostatic potential of ~50 mV across the PZT layer, an electric field of 1.25 MV/m is generated 
in it. Since the d31 coefficient of PZT is ~ -10-10m/V [37], this results in a strain of ~1250 610−×  in 
the PZT layer, which is transferred to the Terfenol-D layer. That produces a stress of ~10.1 MPa in 
the Terfenol-D layer since its Young’s modulus is 108 10× Pa. 
Next, we estimate the capacitance of the ~40 nm thick PZT layer of surface area 105 nm × 95 
nm and thickness 40 nm as 1.74 fF (relative dielectric constant ~ 1000 [37]). Thus the energy 
dissipated in applying first 50 mV across the PZT layer, then switching it to -50 mV and 
discharging to zero (to generate the stress cycle shown in Fig 3.16) is ~ 3200 kT per nanomagnet if 
this is done abruptly. The energy dissipated in charging the capacitor abruptly with a square wave 
pulse is 2
1
2
CV so that charging it up to +V from 0, reversing it to –V, and then discharging it back 
to 0 dissipates an energy of 3CV2.In contrast, driving an RC circuit with a sinusoidal source 
dissipates energy of
2
2( )
clock
VE RC
R
pi ω= , resulting in an energy saving by a factor
3
RCpiω
.  
Abrupt (non-adiabatic) switching with a square wave pulse will cause a total energy dissipation of 
~ 40,000 kT in the clocking circuit (or more than 10 times the internal energy dissipated in the 
nanomagnets). However, if the RC circuit is driven with a sinusoidal voltage of low frequency (
1/ RC ), then clocking becomes quasi-adiabatic. This reduces dissipation considerably because of 
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the large energy saving factor. In our case,  we assume that the PZT layer is electrically accessed 
with a silver wire of resistivity 2.6 μΩ-cm [36] so that an access line of length 10 μm and cross 
section 50 nm×50 nm has resistance ~100 Ω. Hence, the RC time constant is ~0.174 ps. The clock 
period is 2 ns, so that the reduction factor 
3
RCpiω
= 
45.47 10−× . This makes the dissipation in the 
clock only about 22 kT, which is negligible compared to the internal energy dissipation of 1250 kT. 
The external dissipation can be eliminated altogether by replacing the RC circuit with an RLC 
circuit with the capacitor and inductor in parallel and the resistor in series. In this circuit, both the 
active dissipation and the reactive dissipation are zero if we drive the circuit at the resonant 
frequency 1r LCω = . With an inductor of 5-6 mH, a resonant frequency of 0.5 GHz can be 
achieved. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have modeled the nonlinear magnetization dynamics of an all-multiferroic 
nanomagnetic logic wire and a NAND gate with fan-in/fan-out and shown that a throughput of ~ 1 
bit per 2 ns and latency ~4 ns can be achieved, so that the clock rate can be 0.5 GHz. Such a four 
dipole nanomagnets chain can dissipate near to 100kT/ bit and the  gate circuit is estimated to 
dissipate ~ 1250kT/clock cycle internally in the 12 nanomagnets combined and much less energy 
(20 kT/clock cycle) in the external access circuitry for the clock signal, if we use a 4-phase 
clocking scheme with a sinusoidal voltage source driving an LCR circuit.   
All this begs the question as to whether it is possible to reduce the internal energy dissipation 
by some appropriate scheme. This was discussed in ref. [3]. Imagine a magnet made of a material 
that has no Gilbert damping ( )0α = . If we remove the shape anisotropy barrier and make the 
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magnet isotropic (circular disk), then a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the magnet’s plane 
will make the magnetization vector precess around it without any damping in accordance with the 
first term in the right hand side of equation (2.45). There is now no internal dissipation. The 
magnetic field however must be removed precisely at the juncture when the magnetization 
completes 1800 rotation if we wish to flip the bit. This requires exact precision; otherwise, the 
magnet will either not have completed 1800 rotation, or overshot, resulting in more than 1800 
rotation. This error will continue to build up with time and finally become too large to endure. In 
other words, there is no fault tolerance. This is a well-known problem that has been discussed by 
numerous authors starting from the Fredkin billiard ball computer which can compute without 
dissipating energy [55], but cannot tolerate any error. Clearly, if we require fault tolerance, we 
must have damping, and hence some internal dissipation. In the presence of damping, fluctuations 
can deviate the magnetization from the desired orientation (minimum energy state), but the latter 
will return to the correct orientation (minimum energy state) by dissipating energy. Therefore, the 
dissipation in the clocking circuit can be eliminated by adiabatic approaches (increasingly slow 
switching), but the internal dissipation must remain for the sake of fault tolerance. 
The internal energy dissipated in the magnet must be provided by the power source driving the 
clock. This source need not dissipate any energy to raise and lower the barrier separating the logic 
bits as long as we raise and lower the barrier adiabatically, but it must dissipate some energy 
internally in the logic device to maintain fault tolerance.  
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Chapter 4 
Behavior of multiferroic nanomagnetic logic in the 
presence of thermal noise 
 
4.1 Overview 
The stress-induced switching behavior of a pair of dipole-coupled multiferroic 
nanomagnets in the presence of thermal noise at room temperature is numerically studied by 
solving the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation for a single domain macro-spin state. 
Different factors were found to affect the switching probability: (i) dipole coupling strength (ii) 
stress levels ;( iii) stress withdrawal rates (ramp rates), (iv) different stress profiles (Sinusoidal or 
pulse shaping), and (v) higher dipole coupling due to increasing of nanomagnet volume. We report 
that the thermal broadening of the magnetization distribution causes large errors in switching. This 
could become the bane of nonmagnetic logic schemes that rely on dipole coupling to perform 
Boolean logic operations. 
4.2  Introduction 
Dipole coupled shape-anisotropic nanomagnets with bistable magnetization are a popular 
platform for implementing logic circuits [1-2]. Because single domain nanomagnets flip by 
coherent spin rotation [3,25], they should dissipate very little energy (< 1 aJ) which ought to make 
nanomagnetic logic (NML) far more energy-efficient than traditional transistor-based logic. 
However, Bennett clocking is required to steer bits unidirectionally from one stage to another [15] 
and energy-inefficient Bennett clocking schemes may offset any possible energy advantage that 
magnets have. We have devised an extremely energy efficient clocking scheme employing strain-
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induced switching of multiferroic nanomagnets which may result in superior nanomagnetic logic 
[4-6],[9,10,11,12] and memory [7,8]. It uses two-phase multiferroic nanomagnets consisting of a 
piezoelectric layer elastically coupled to a magnetostrictive layer (Fig 4.1 a). A voltage pulse 
applied across the piezoelectric layer generates a strain pulse which is transferred to the 
magnetostrictive layer and flips its magnetization because of the generated stress. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig 4.1 (a) An elliptical multiferroic nanomagnet consisting of a piezoelectric layer in intimate contact 
with a magnetostrictive layer. (b) A dipole-nanomagnet system comprising a hard magnet with large 
shape anisotropy and a soft multiferroic magnet with smaller shape anisotropy whose shape anisotropy 
energy barrier is modulated with stress. (i) The magnetizations are parallel (ii) Upon application of 
stress to the second nanomagnet, the shape anisotropy barrier is eroded to a point that the 
magnetization rotates close to the hard axis (iii) upon removal of stress the magnetization of the second 
magnet settles to a state anti-parallel to the first. 
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In an isolated magnet acting as a memory element, simple magnetization flipping is needed 
to write bits, but in a logic circuit that computes and produces an output depending on the inputs, 
conditional flipping conditioned on the state of other magnets is required. This is accomplished by 
dipole coupling the output magnet to the input magnet. The output magnet switches when it 
receives the appropriate clock (voltage) pulses. There is limited reliability analysis for such dipole 
coupled nanomagnetic logic in the presence of thermal noise [30,31].  
In this chapter, we systematically study the influence of (i) dipole coupling strength,(ii) stress 
levels (clock amplitude),(iii) stress withdrawal rates (clock ramp rate), (iv) sinusoidal stress profile 
and (v) higher nanomagnet volume, which cause more dipole coupling on the switching probability 
of a dipole coupled nanomagnet pair in the presence of thermal noise. We further report that dipole 
coupled nonmagnetic computing is likely to be error-prone enough to make it unacceptable for 
Boolean logic. A more detailed study of error probability when "pulse shaping", (the use of 
different clock waveforms) is employed has been presented elsewhere[12].  
 
 
4.3 Modeling magnetization dynamics in the presence of thermal 
noise. 
We consider a pair of shape-anisotropic nanomagnets spaced far enough apart that in the 
ground state the magnetizations of the two magnets are mutually anti-parallel. This system is 
shown in Fig. 4.1(b). It is assumed that the magnetization of the left nanomagnet is stiff while that 
of the right nanomagnet rotates under the influence of both the dipole field exerted by the left 
nanomagnet and the clock-induced stress. We note that the "stiffness" condition imposed 
on the left nanomagnet is only an artificial condition introduced here to avoid simulation of the 
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entire array while still capturing the essential physics of switching with dipole coupling in the 
presence of thermal noise. Each nanomagnet has the shape of an elliptical cylinder as shown in Fig 
4.1 (a-b) with a magnetostrictive layer ~5.8 nm thick deposited on a ~40nm thick PZT layer. This 
ensures that most of the strain generated in the PZT layer is transferred to the magnetostrictive 
layer through elastic coupling. It is further assumed that the PZT layer is mechanically constrained 
from expanding in the x-direction so that it generates a uniaxial strain along the major axis (y-
direction) through 31d coupling when an electric field is applied across the PZT layer (in the z-
direction). The nanomagnets dimensions are assumed to be 105 nm × 95 nm × 5.8 nm in all cases, 
so that the in-plane shape-anisotropy energy barrier between the two orientations along the easy 
axis (major axis of the ellipse) is ~ 0.75 eV (or ~ 32 kT at room temperature). This barrier prevents 
spontaneous switching of magnetization between the two stable orientations along the easy axis in 
the presence of thermal noise [4]. The magnet dimensions also ensure that the magnet has but a 
single ferromagnetic domain at equilibrium. The first step is to derive the potential energy of the 
single-domain soft nanomagnet on the right with uniform magnetization 
r
M (t) .  
 
A point dipole assumption is made to calculate the dipole coupling between the two single 
domain magnets. The total energy [4] is composed of the energy due to dipole coupling with the 
stiff left nanomagnet [22], shape-anisotropy [22] and stress-anisotropy caused by the clock pulse 
[22]: 
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          (4.1)
 
The effective magnetic field 
r
H
eff
i t( )  acting on the right nanomagnet at any instant of time t is 
given by the gradient of the ( )iU t  with respect to its magnetization (
r
M i). 
( ) ( )( ) ( )0 0
1 1ii
thermal thermaleff m i
si
U t
H t H U t H
MM tµ µ
→ →∂
= − + = − ∇ +
Ω Ω∂
r
r
r
               (4.2)                
In equations (4.1) and (4.2), SM is the saturation magnetization of the magnetostrictive layer of the 
right nanomagnet; 0µ is the permeability of vacuum; γ  is the gyromagnetic ratio; Ω  volume of 
the magnetostrictive layer; α  is the Gilbert damping factor; Nd_kk is the demagnetization factor in 
the kth direction; λs is the saturation magnetostriction and R is the separation between two magnets. 
All model parameters including material constants and geometric details are summarized in Table-
4.1 .  
Table 4.1. Material parameters and geometric design for Terfenol-D 
sM  
6 10.8 10  A m−×  
Young’s modulus 108 10  Pa×  
α
 0.1  
Dimension a b t× ×  105 95 5.8  nm nm nm× ×
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The effect of thermal fluctuation is modeled with a random field (
r
HThermal ) with statistical 
properties in the manner of ref [29,30,34]and is modeled as: 
r
HThermalNoise =
2KBTα
µ0M sγΩ∆t
(G
→
(t))
               (4.3) 
Where ( )G t
→
 is a Gaussian random distribution with mean of 0 and variance of 1 in each Cartesian 
coordinate axis; t∆ is time step at simulation and is proportional to the inverse of the attempt 
frequency with which thermal noise disrupts magnetization; and BK is the Boltzmann constant. 
The effective magnetic field given by equation (4.2), which represents the effect of dipole 
coupling, stress anisotropy, shape anisotropy as well as random thermal noise, is used in the vector 
stochastic Landau-Lifshitz equation. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )eff eff
s
dM t
M t H t M t M t H t
dt M
αγγ  = − × − × ×
 
r
r r r r r
     (4.4) 
to compute the temporal evaluation of magnetization vector 
r
M t( )  of the right multiferroic 
nanomagnet under the simultaneous actions of the dipole interaction with its stiff left neighbor, its 
own shape anisotropy, stress and random thermal noise.  
A simulation for a simple case with constant stress is shown in Fig 4.2 Since the magnitude of the 
magnetization vector is invariant in time, we assume that in spherical coordinates, the orientation 
of this vector is completely described by the polar angle θ and azimuthal angle φ, as shown in Fig. 
4.1 (a). We assume a single domain macro-spin approximation here, following Reference [25], but 
non equilibrium dynamics may produce some deviations from this assumption [60]. 
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Fig 4.2. Dynamic fluctuation for a coupled nanomagnet system under 5( MPa) stress. 
 
We assume that the magnetization vector of the right nanomagnet is initially aligned along a stable 
state, i.e. one of two possible orientations along the easy (major) axis of the magnetostrictive layer. 
An external agent flips the left stiff magnet and puts the system in a metastable state where the 
magnetizations of the two magnets become temporarily parallel. The right magnet is then clocked 
to generate stress, which will attempt to kick the system out of the metastable state into the ground 
state by flipping the magnetization and aligning it along the other stable orientation along the easy 
axis. If and when this happens, the two magnetizations become anti-parallel.  
In order to simulate the different switching trajectories (under the random thermal field) by 
solving equation (4.4), each time we picked the initial angle randomly from the Boltzmann 
distribution, and ran 20,000 such simulations. The simulation is terminated when φ approaches 
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within 50of 090± . If switching terminates near 090iφ = − (initial orientation), then we conclude 
that switching failed, whereas if it terminates near 090iφ = + , we conclude that magnetization did 
flip and switching succeeded. Based on this, we found the switching error probability (fraction of 
switching trajectories that ended in failure) as well as the time evolution of the distribution of 
magnetization orientations during withdrawal of stress. In general, we hold the stress for long 
enough so the magnetization distribution reaches equilibrium before withdrawal of stress The key 
question we seek to answer is how the strength of dipole coupling, stress magnitudes, stress 
withdrawal rates (clock ramp rate) affect switching error probability. 
4.4 Analysis of switching error in the presence of thermal noise 
In this section, we analyze the influence of the following parameters on switching error 
probability: 
(i) Dipole coupling strength (varying the spacing between the magnets) for different stress levels. 
(ii)Stress withdrawal rate (ramp down time 1 ps to 5ns) for different levels of stress at an 
intermagnet spacing of R=200 nm. 
(iii) The use of sinusoidal clocking at different stress levels by consideration of the stress frequency 
of 0.4 GHz and R=200nm. 
(iv)Using of thick (~10 nm) and closely spaced nanomagnets to increase dipole coupling to see if 
the error can be decreased.  
The error probability is the fraction of times the magnetization of the soft right magnet fails to 
switch from parallel to anti-parallel configuration upon application of stress, or erroneously 
switches from anti-parallel to parallel configuration upon application of stress. We do not consider 
the latter possibility here since that type of error has very similar probability if we wait long 
enough to reach equilibrium after application of stress. 
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4.4.1 Effect of dipole coupling at various stress levels. 
The effect of dipole coupling on switching error at various stress levels is shown in Fig 4.3. It 
should be noted that the stress levels studied here are all above the critical stress defined as the 
stress at which the stress anisotropy energy equals the shape anisotropy. This is the minimum stress 
needed to overcome the shape anisotropy energy barrier and make it possible for the magnet to 
switch. 
      (4.5) 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.3. Probability of switching vs. pitch between the two nanomagnets (R) at 
different stress rates for sudden withdrawal of stress. Nanomagnet dimensions: 
105×95×5.8 nm 
20
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In Fig 4.3 , the error probability decreases with increasing dipole coupling (smaller spacing R) 
independent of stress. Further, for any given dipole coupling strength, the error probability 
increases with increasing excess compressive stress (above the critical stress). Both these trends 
can be explained using the schematic shown in Fig 4.4.  
 
 
Fig 4.4.Schematic that shows the effect of dipole coupling (tilt/asymmetry) and stress on the energy 
profile and the magnetization distribution. This distribution affects the dynamic switching ultimately 
affects the dynamics error (that is minimum for critical stress and high dipole strength)  NOTE: Blue 
thick line: shows energy profile. Red dotted line: corresponding probability distribution function for the 
magnetization orientation. (i) Low tilt (weak dipole coupling), critical stress ( Cσ ). (ii) Low tilt (weak 
dipole coupling), high stress (> Cσ ). (iii) High tilt (strong dipole coupling), critical stress ( Cσ ). (iv) 
High tilt (strong dipole coupling, high stress (> Cσ ) 
 
Clearly, when the dipole coupling strength is greater (spacing is smaller), the energy 
landscape in Fig 4.4 is such that the magnetization distribution is greatly skewed towards the anti
parallel state and hence the probability that it would end up in the parallel (wrong) state upon stress 
withdrawal is smaller. Now, for a given dipole coupling strength, more excess s
magnetization distribution less skewed towards the anti
modified by stress (Fig 4.5) to 
hard axis. This is why too much stress is 
 
(a)
(c)
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tress makes the 
-parallel state since the energy profile is 
increase the likelihood of the magnetization aligning close to the 
undesirable and increases the error rate. 
 
(b)
 
(d)
 
-
 
 
(e)
Fig 4.5(a-f). Schematic histogram behavior of a dipole nanomagnet under different 
stress profile 
 
Fig 4.5 (a-f) explains the schematic histogram 
different stresses that are both 
magnetization direction of nanomagnet 
 
(a) 
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(f)
of the dipole-coupled nanomagnet u
higher than the critical stress. When we apply higher stress, the 
is confined more closely to the hard axis.   
(b) 
 
 
nder two 
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(c) 
Fig 4.6.(a) Stress profile of 3.145MPa,4MPa and 5MPa are applied to the couple nanomagnet 
shown in  Fig 4.5(a). (b) Dynamic behavior of a coupled nanomagnet with different stress and in 
the presence of thermal noise. (c) Probability of correct switching vs. the distance between 
nanomagnets for different stresses.   
 
4.4.2Effect of stress withdrawal time (ramp rate) at various stress levels 
The effect of stress withdrawal rate is less intuitive. Magnetization dynamics of  a nanomagnet 
during slow withdrawal of stress is shown in Fig 4.7. We analyze the effect of stress withdrawal 
rate (ramp time of 1ps, 1 ns, 2 ns, 3 ns, 4 ns and 5 ns) in Fig 4.8 for a large range of stresses for a 
fixed dipole coupling strength corresponding to a spacing of 200 nm. The trends clearly show that 
for all stresses the error probability decreases with increasing stress withdrawal time (slow ramp). 
However, another important trend emerges: for fast stress withdrawal (~1ps) the error rate is 
strongly dependent on the stress level whereas for slower stress withdrawal rates (~5 ns), the error 
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rate depends less critically on the applied stress. All the above trends can be explained using the 
schematic in Fig 4.4  When the barrier (due to shape anisotropy) is suddenly raised (due to sudden 
stress withdrawal ~1 ps) [see Fig 4.4 b (ii) and (iii) that describe the process, and Fig 4.4, (ii) and 
(iv) that show the in-plane magnetization distribution], the magnetizations that are skewed towards 
the anti-parallel state will switch correctly while those (minority) skewed towards the parallel state 
have insufficient time to correct themselves and therefore switch to the wrong state.  
 
Fig 4.7 Schematic in-plane switching for 5MPa stress, which be removed in 5ns.  
 
Now, if the stress is withdrawn slowly (~5 ns) despite an initially high stress [unfavorable 
magnetization distribution, Fig 4.4, (ii)] the energy profile has to gradually pass through the critical 
stress state [favorable orientation, Fig 4.4, (i)] before the barrier is finally restored. In this case, 
even if a larger fraction of magnetizations were originally skewed towards the parallel or wrong 
state [as in Fig 4.4, (ii),(iv)], they have ample time to correct themselves and switch to the anti-
parallel (correct) state as the energy profile gradually changes to favor switching to this state [as in 
Fig , (i)]. However, even with slow stress withdrawal (~5 ns), moderate dipole (~200 nm pitch) and 
critical stress, the error rate is ~ 4%. With high dipole coupling (pitch of 120 nm, the minimum 
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allowed so the ground state is anti-ferromagnetic) and ~ 5ns stress withdrawal time, the error will 
still be ~ 0.0050 %. 
 
Fig 4.8 Probability of switching vs. τ (time for raising the energy barrier, i.e. time for withdrawal of 
stress) at fixed pitch =200nm and different stress levels. Nanomagnet dimensions: 105×95×5.8 nm. 
 
4.4.3 The use of sinusoidal clocking at different stress levels 
Finally, for practical clocking applications we also study sinusoidal stress profiles as these 
are more energy efficient (see LRC circuit implementation discussed in Ref [6]) and are better 
suited to multi-phase clocking (again see Ref [6] for multi-phase Bennett clocking of a NAND gate 
with fan-out). The results in Fig 4.10 (a) show switching probability vs. time-period (T).The 
switching error probability at the highest possible dipole coupling strength (spacing ~120nm) is 
going to be small at lower frequency (higher T) for both small stress (~ 4 MPa and 5 MPa, though 
both exceed the critical stress) and high stress (~10 MPa). For T ~2.5(ns), the amount of 
stress(4MPa, 5MPa and 6 MPa) 
to even rotate most of the magnetization towards the hard axis, while 
sufficient for switching as shown in Fig 4.10 (a).
 
 The details of these trends is shown in Fig 4.10 (a)
10) MPa where the error is lowest 
the dipole dominates the switching.  W
time (T~4(ns)) and highest possible dipole coupling strength (spacing ~120 nm), the 
probability would reach <10-4 for switching
T=2.5ns is shown in Fig 4.10(b). 
 
 
 
Fig 4.9. Sinusoidal stress is applied to a couple nanomagnet. With frequency of (1/T).
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(a) 
(b) 
 
Fig 4.10 Probability of correct switching with sinusoidal stress vs. (a) T (ns) for high dipole 
coupling , and (b) vs. distance of nanomagnet(R) for T=2.5(ns). 
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4.4.4 Increased dipole coupling  
 
 
All this begs the question whether it is possible to decrease the error probability to 
acceptable values by increasing the dipole coupling strength. This can be achieved by bringing 
magnets closer together but too short a distance may make the dipole coupling energy larger than 
the shape anisotropy energy, at which point the bistability of the magnets will be lost and all 
magnets will couple ferromagnetically with the same magnetization. Thus, there is a minimum 
allowable spacing between magnets.  A second approach is to use thicker nanomagnets to increase 
the dipole coupling strength without decreasing the magnet density. Suppose the thickness was 
increased to ~10 nm, the low Nd_zz necessitates using lateral dimensions ~105×95 nm for the 
ellipse to keep [Ndxx-Ndyy] low so that the in-plane shape anisotropy barrier remains at ~2 eV.  
This is necessary so that the shape anisotropy barrier can be easily overcome by stress anisotropy 
generated by the low “clocking” stress. Such precise geometric tolerance may be feasible with 
current lithographic technology. But, more importantly, increasing the volume of dipole 
nanomagnet leads to improvement in magnetization switching even at lower stresses. The result for 
t=10nm is shown in Fig 4.11.  
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Fig 4.11 Probability of correct switching for a coupled nanomagnet with different thickness. 
 
4.5 Multiferroic nanomagnetic NAND gate error 
In order to assess the reliability of stress-induced switching behavior of a multiferroic 
nanomagnetic NAND gate in the presence of thermal noise, numerical studies has been performed 
by solving the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. A simple analysis is performed 
in the system of eight nanomagnets to estimate SML NAND gate reliability with 2 stiff inputs, as 
shown in Fig 4.12. Here, the input nanomagnets are assumed to be stiff while the others switches in 
the presence of thermal noise when clocked by four-phase sinusoidal stress on each group (I, II, III, 
and IV). This work could lead to an understanding of the reliability of more a complicated 
multiferroic nanomagnetic logic gate. 
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In Ref [59], they have studied effect of thermal noise on MQCA and its limitation due to it. They 
found that the error rate for such a gate at room temperature is high as more than >1% for most 
designs. Also, G.Csaba et al [56] have shown that longer nanomagnetic logic chain (n>5) have high 
error rates. However, they pointed out that such MQCA gate operating at 2ns, shows error rate of 
410errorP
−< . 
In this work, we methodically explore how switching errors in the NAND gate is affected by (i) 
different frequency applied to "clock" the nanomagnets; (ii) different temperatures for a fixed 
center to center distance of 120 nm (maximum dipole couple possible). We note that each 
nanomagnet is designed to by 105 nm ×95 nm ×10 nm. In each case the simulation was performed 
for different clocking stress magnitudes while applying a four-phase sinusoidal stress. The results 
are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively. 
 
Fig.4.12. Schematic configuration of two inputs and output multiferroics NAND gate for 
calculating error rate in the presence of thermal noise. 
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Fig 4.13. Show Probability of correct switching vs. time period of stress profile.  
 
Fig 4.14. Probability of correct switching at different temperature. 
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4.6 Conclusions 
 
We have modeled the magnetization dynamics of a strain clocked multiferroic nanomagnet 
under the action of dipole coupling from a neighboring magnet in the presence of thermal noise. 
We systematically study the effect of stress, dipole coupling, stress-withdrawal rate, sinusoidal 
stress profile and higher nanomagnet volume on the switching error and offer physical explanations 
of why this error is minimized at slow stress withdrawal rates, high dipole coupling and 
intermediate stress magnitudes. However, even with largest possible dipole coupling that would 
allow an anti-ferromagnetic ground state, the switching error probability is still ~ 0.005% which is 
rather large. This magnitude of error probability is unacceptable for logic which needs to be much 
more robust and reliable than memory because error-correction is very difficult in logic circuits. 
In summary,  dipole coupled nanomagnetic logic seems to be quite error-prone and is not 
salvaged by increasing dipole coupling strength up to allowable limits. A similar message was 
conveyed in prior numerical [59]and recent experimental [61] work. Innovative pulse shaping 
schemes [12] and novel hardware error correction schemes may alleviate this problem to some 
extent, but it seems unlikely that stringent error requirements of 10-9to 10-12error probability in 
conventional Boolean logic can be met. This does not mean that “magnetic computing” is doomed; 
it merely points to a serious shortcoming of dipole coupled architectures. Boolean logic schemes 
that do not rely on dipole coupling and non-Boolean computing schemes may still emerge as viable 
and energy efficient methods of computing. 
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Chapter 5 
Limits to energy dissipation vs. error rate in practical 
nanomagnetic logic in the presence of thermal noise. 
 
Overview 
 
The potential energy profile of a binary switch is a symmetric double well. The standard 
method of switching it with no energy dissipation is to modulate the potential barrier separating the 
wells in time and tilting the profile towards the desired well just at the precise juncture when the 
barrier disappears. This demands perfect timing synchronization and is therefore fault-intolerant, 
even in the absence of noise. A fault-tolerant strategy that requires no time modulation of the 
barrier (and hence no timing synchronization) requires tilting the profile by an amount at least 
equal to the barrier height and dissipates that amount of energy. Here, we present a third strategy 
that requires a time modulated barrier but no timing synchronization. It is therefore fault-tolerant, 
in the absence of thermal noise and yet it dissipates arbitrarily small energy since an arbitrarily 
small tilt is required for slow and adiabatic switching. This case is exemplified with stress induced 
switching of a shape-anisotropic single-domain nanomagnet dipole coupled to a neighbor. We also 
show by examining various energy profiles and the corresponding probability distributions that in 
the presence of thermal noise, the minimum energy dissipated to switch in this scheme approaches 
the limit 2kTln(1/p) [p = switching error probability]. 
 
 
 5.1 Introduction 
The fundamental limits of ener
understood by exploring the minimal energy dissipated 
the other. The potential energy profile of the switch is a 
left sketch of Fig. 5.1, with the two degenerate minima corresponding to the two stable states. 
Fig.5.1 Switching stratergies involving: (a) infinitely precise synchronization but 
energy dissipation [51] . (b) no synchronization needed but energy dissipation greater tha
to energy barrier [50]. (c) the new stratergy proposed: no synchronization
energy dissipation. 
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gy dissipation in computing [3,47,50,51,52,53,55
to toggle a binary switch from one state to 
symmetric double well as shown in the far 
 and arbitrarily small 
 
] are best 
 
near zero 
n or equal 
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One scheme for switching between the states [50, 51] entails modulating the potential barrier 
between the wells periodically in time. As the barrier is gradually eroded, the symmetric double 
well profile is first tilted (fig 5.1(a)) towards the initial state to keep its potential energy constant. 
Just when the barrier is completely eroded and the well becomes monostable, it is translated 
horizontally in state space. The barrier then re-emerges on the opposite side of the well and 
therefore the system switches. This scheme results in vanishing dissipation because the system 
never acquires kinetic energy. However, it requires perfect timing synchronization between barrier 
modulation and the translation in order to switch accurately. That makes it fault-intolerant even in 
the absence of thermal noise. 
       The minimum stress for removing energy barrier of a single nanomagnet with 
105nm~95nm~6nm dimension can be defined as critical stress Cσ and it can be estimated through 
the balancing of energy of shape anisotropy between the easy axis and hard axis with energy of 
stress anisotropy. 
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Another scheme [50] that is dissipative but fault-tolerant is shown in Fig. 5.1(b). Here, the 
potential barrier is never modulated and hence no synchronization between two events is required. 
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Whenever switching is desired, the potential profile is tilted towards the desired well in such a way 
that the tilt is at least equal to the maximum barrier height. This ensures that the system will 
definitely switch to the desired well in the absence of noise, but the system now gains kinetic 
energy equal to the amount of tilt, which is dissipated when the system relaxes to the new ground 
state (desired well). Clearly, error-resilience has been purchased with dissipation – a trade-off that 
is well-known in the context of the Fredkin billiard ball model of computation [55].  
 
5.2 Discussion  
   In this thesis, we propose a new scheme that captures the best of both worlds. The barrier is 
modulated in time, but an arbitrarily small tilt towards the final state is maintained in the potential 
profile at all times as shown in Fig. 5.1(c). When the barrier disappears, the system automatically 
tends to switch to the final state, which is the minimum energy state, with some probability p. We 
will show that at a finite temperature, the energy Ed dissipated in switching approaches 
~2kTln(1/p), based on equilibrium probability distribution prior to restoration of the barrier. The 
advantage of this (third) scheme over the first (dissipation less but error-prone) scheme is error 
resilience without energy dissipation at 0T → K, and the advantage over the second scheme 
(dissipative but error-resilient) is the much lower energy-dissipation (Ed<<Ebarrier) without any 
additional error vulnerability at 0T → K. 
The third scheme that we propose here is also more practical to implement in nanomagnetic 
logic (NML) built with nanomagnetic binary switches [42] than the first. This is because NML 
chains consist of a linear array of nanomagnets where the first nanomagnet’s state is propagated 
through all ensuing magnets by Bennett clocking [4]. Thus, the first magnet’s state is set before the 
energy barrier separating the two stable states of the second magnet is modulated. Hence, the “tilt” 
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determined by the dipolar effect of the first magnet on the second magnet is fixed and cannot be 
varied synchronously with the raising/lowering of the barrier in the second magnet (see Fig.4. 
2(b)). 
In this thesis, we study this third scheme both in the absence (T =0K) and presence (T = 300 
K) of thermal noise. The bistable switch chosen is a single-domain shape-anisotropic 
magnetostrictive nanomagnet shown in Fig 5.2(a) which is elastically coupled to a piezoelectric 
layer of thickness 40 nm, forming a 2-phase multiferroic. The magnetostrictive nanomagnet is 
shaped like an elliptical cylinder of dimensions ~ 105 nm × 95 nm × 5.8 nm. The two stable states 
of the magnetization vector are along the major axis of the ellipse which is the easy axis of 
magnetization.  
 
Fig5.2 : (a) An elliptical multiferroic nanomagnet consisting of a piezoelectric layer in intimate 
contact with a magnetostrictive layer. (b) A 2-magnet system comprising a hard magnet with large shape 
anisotropy and a soft multiferroic magnet with smaller shape anisotropy whose shape anisotropy energy 
barrier is modulated with stress. 
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Application of a voltage across the piezoelectric layer generates uniaxial mechanical stress along the major 
axis via the 31d coupling in the piezoelectric material if mechanical clamps are placed on the magnet’s sides to 
prevent expansion/contraction along the minor axis. This uniaxial stress can rotate the magnetization vector 
provided the product of the magnet’s magnetostrictive constant and stress (compressive stress is negative and 
tensile positive) is negative. We will consider a 2-magnet system where the line joining their common center is 
aligned along the minor axis of the ellipse. This is shown in Fig.5.2(b). The dipole coupling between the 
magnets will favor anti-ferromagnetic ordering where the magnetizations of the two magnets will be mutually 
anti-parallel. Assume now that the left magnet is a stiff magnet (larger shape anisotropy) which is magnetized 
in the down direction. Also assume that an external agent had switched the magnetization of the right magnet 
down, thus making the ordering temporarily ferromagnetic, which is an excited state. 
 
 
Fig 5.3. Dynamic behavior of a dipoled-nanomagnet under critical stress at T=0 (K). 
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 One would expect that once the external agent is removed, the right magnet will spontaneously flip 
up to allow the system to relax to the ground state, but this may not happen. This is because the 
magnetization of the right magnet has to overcome an energy barrier caused by its own anisotropic 
shape before it can flip up. An applied uniaxial stress along the easy axis can depress the energy 
barrier and make the switching possible. Therefore, the right magnet is a physical embodiment of 
what is shown in Fig.5.1(c). The energy barrier between its two stable states (magnetization 
orientations “up” and “down”) is provided by the shape anisotropy energy barrier which is 
modulated by stress, and the “tilt” is due to the dipole coupling caused by the left magnet.  
The magnetization dynamics of the second magnet under stress is studied in the manner of 
Ref [5,6,11] (based on solution of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation). When a critical stress of 
3.145 MPa (induced by a voltage of only ~15 mV across the piezoelectric layer) is generated in the 
second magnet, the stress anisotropy energy equals the shape anisotropy energy barrier. At that 
point, the shape anisotropy energy barrier of ~ 0.75 eV separating the two stable magnetization 
states along the major axis of the ellipse is removed. Thus, at 0 K (or in the absence of thermal 
fluctuation), an arbitrarily small dipole interaction energy due to the first magnet, that tilts the 
potential profile of the second magnet barely, is sufficient to switch the second magnet to the 
desired state, given sufficient time (Fig 5.3).  
The dynamic magnetization rotation of corresponding dipole coupled nanomagnets fig 5.2 
under critical stress in the presence of thermal noise at room temperature T=300(K) is shown in fig 
4.4. The magnetization does not get stuck at hard axis but rotates to the other easy axis as the stress 
anisotropy cancels the shape anisotropy and the dipole coupling helps the magnetization rotate 
completely. This shows the importance of applying a critical stress: the case for which we develop 
extensive analysis.  
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Fig 5.4. A dipole coupled nanomagnet where the magnetization rotates through 180 degrees to the 
correct state on applying stress close to critical stress. 
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Fig 5.5(a) Energy dissipated in flipping (switching) the magnetization of the second 
nanomagnet as a function of the center-to-center separation between the two magnets (R).    
(b)The energy profile of the multiferroic nanomagnet discussed in the text in the relaxed 
(unstressed) state and the critically stressed state for large dipole coupling, R=150 nm (c) The 
energy profile of the multiferroic nanomagnet discussed in the text in the relaxed (unstressed) 
state and the critically stressed state for small dipole coupling, R=400 nm. 
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However, we first analyze the nanomagnet switching in the absence of thermal noise. 
Consider the potential energy profiles as a function of its magnetization orientation for both high 
(Fig 5.5 (b) and low (Fig5.5(c)) dipole coupling. Consider the case when the center-to-center 
separation between the magnets is R=150 nm as shown in Fig 5.5 (a). This separation causes a tilt 
of ~0.5 eV in the potential profile. When the barrier between the two states ~0.75 eV is removed by 
applying the critical stress, the magnetization rotates towards the correct (Φ=90º) state favored by 
the dipole coupling or tilt. Thereafter, the barrier can be restored. The energy dissipated is ~0.5 eV, 
which equals the tilt and has been verified by solving the LLG equations equation 2.51 and 
estimating the energy dissipated through the Gilbert damping term equation 2.55. If the dipole 
coupling is decreased by increasing the distance to R=400 nm, the tilt is reduced to a mere ~ 0.02 
eV as shown in Fig 5.5(c). Again when the ~0.75 eV barrier is removed the magnetization 
gradually moves closer towards the correct (Φ=90º) state in ~100 ns (can be viewed as equivalent 
to a ball that would gradually move down a gentle slope). Again, the barrier can be restored but the 
energy dissipated this time is a mere ~0.02 eV (equal to the tilt).  
Thus, in the absence of thermal fluctuations, the tilt and the resulting energy dissipation can 
be made vanishingly small, and yet switching always takes place without requiring any 
synchronization between the barrier modulation and the initiation of the tilt. It should be noted that 
raising and lowering the barrier does not dissipate any energy as this can be done with an adiabatic 
scheme as discussed in ref [6]. It is also critical to apply no more than the critical stress so that the 
barrier is just removed (see Fig 5.4). The reason for this is that the barrier needs to be “eroded”, but 
not “inverted”. If the barrier is inverted to create a monostable state, energy would be 
dissipated in the process of the magnetization reaching this state during lowering of the 
barrier, and this dissipation is unnecessary.
Fig 5.6 (a,b) Schematic that shows th
the dynamic switching error. Energy profiles for critical stress for both low and high dipole 
coupling (tilt) are shown. Blue thick line: energy profile, red dotted line: corresponding 
probability distribution function. (c) Histogram graph of dipole magnet under critical stress at 
presence of room temperature thermal noise.
 
Next, we consider the trade
probability in the presence of thermal 
(c) 
(a) 
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e effect of dipole coupling (tilt/asymmetry) and stress on 
 
-off between energy dissipated and dynamic switching error 
fluctuation at room temperature as depicted in Fig 
(b
 
 
5.6 for the 
) 
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optimum case when Cσ σ= . We can derive an analytical relationship between Edand theerror 
probability p under the following assumptions: 
(i) The E vs. Φ is linear when critical stress is applied (this assumption is relaxed later to 
incorporate a sinusoidal profile as the dipole effect contains a sin(Φ) term which does not yield a 
closed form solution for relations between Edissipated and perror) 
(ii) We apply the peak stress for long enough that it can be assumed that an equilibrium 
distribution (Boltzmann) is reached prior to withdrawal of stress. We further consider distribution 
Φ only and not (θ, Φ) as we assume the moments at equilibrium are mostly in-plane  
(iii) We assume that when the stress is withdrawn suddenly (barrier restored) 
magnetizations that were in the [-pi/2, 0] half would settle to the "down" state while those in the [0, 
pi/2] half would settle to the "up" state. Extensive LLG analysis with thermal noise could show that 
dynamic effects in restoring the barrier typically increase the Perror compared that estimated from 
this distribution.) Nevertheless, this gives an estimate of the "minimum" energy that must be 
dissipated to limit the    !  to a certain value. Thus, the value of this analysis is to estimate a 
lower bound for energy dissipation which is certainly larger than the Landauer limit of kT ln(2) 
[52] where complex modulations of the barrier are permitted. 
CASE I  Now assuming that the energy of the down state (Φ = - 900) is E1 and that of the up 
state (Φ = +900) is E2, (E1> E2) and linear variation in E with Φ, one can write the probability 
distribution function in Φ -space (assuming Boltzmann statistics) as: 
( )
1 2( )[ ]2E E
kTAe
pi
piρ
− −Φ
−
Φ = where
1 2
1 2
( )
( ) 1( )
1
E E
kT
E EA
kTL e
−
−
=
−
 
(5.2) 
The probability that the magnetization is oriented between Φ = -900 and 00, just before the barrier 
is raised, is the error probability p and can be found as: 
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where the energy dissipated is given by 
1 2diss tiltE E E E= = −
                                                                                                    
(5.4) 
equation (5.2) can be recast as: 
2 ln(1/ )dissE kT p≈
                                
(5.5) 
Some of these issues of trade-off between dissipation and error probability were discussed in ref. 
[38, 56], but without deriving any analytical expression of the energy dissipated as a function of 
error probability by looking at magnetization distributions over phi-space.  We also differ from Ref 
16 as we do not allow any energy recovery scheme. 
 
Fig 5.7.The Energy dissipated (energy of tilt) vs. static dynamic switching error for 
both case I and case II at critical stress and higher stresses. 
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Note that equation (5.5) is also counter-intuitive. Intuitively, one would expect that if Boltzmann 
statistics holds, then the relative probability of being in state E1(wrong state) with respect to E2 
(correct state) would be 
( )1 2E E
kTe
− −
and hence the static error probability would be
( )1 2E E
kTe
− −
[54, 56] 
which would result in ( )1 2 ln 1diss tilt staticE E E E kT p= − = = . Equating this with equation (4.5), 
we get that staticp p=  when we switch with critical stress. 
CASE II 
Here we incorporate a sinusoidal profile as the dipole effect contains a sin(Φ) term. This represents 
a realistic energy profile for a multiferroic nanomagnet that is critically stressed so that the stress 
anisotropy exactly cancels the shape anisotropy.  The probability distribution is now
( ) 1 2
0.5( )sin( )E E
kTAe
φ
ρ
−
Φ = and has to be numerically integrated to find A and    !  unlike CASE I 
where an analytical result exists. When log(1/Perror) is plotted against Edissipated=Etilt (See Fig 5.2(b)) it 
can be approximated by an analytical result that for E>0.1 eV (or 4 kT at room temperature) 
∆#$$#%&' ∆ ln(1   ! ⁄ )  = 1.9 /0⁄          (4.6) 
This estimate is slightly less conservative than (5.5). 
CASE III 
Finally, we study the energy dissipation vs. dynamic error in a model nanomagnetic system shown 
in Fig 5.2 (b) by treating the second nanomagnet as a macro-spin. We run extensive stochastic LLG 
analysis in the presence of thermal noise in the manner of Ref [59], by incorporating a random field 
due to thermal noise in the effective field term. The results of this simulation are summarized in 
Fig5.8 where the Edissipation vs.   !  r is compared to the analytical estimate. 
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Fig. 5.8 Dynamics and analytical error probability are compared for different energy of tilt(energy 
dissipation) at the helium, nitrogen and room temperature. 
 
 
The 3-D magnetization dynamics model typically shows higher perrorfor given Edissipation but 
the extent of deviation is more for high Edissipation(or low perror). This is due to the out-of-plane 
distribution of magnetization as shown in Fig 5.9 where being above the plane can help the 
switching while being below the plane can hurt the switching by producing a precessional torque 
that that drives the magnetization to the wrong state. Clearly as the temperature increases, the out-
of-plane distribution is more significant (large angles) and hence the switching error deviates from 
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the analytical result (trend in decrease in    !  with Edissipation saturates) at high values of    ! . 
The in-plane and out-plane magnetization distributions just prior to restoring the barrier 
(withdrawal of stress) are discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.9. Schematic histogram of out off plane distribution for different temperature. 
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5.3 Conclusions 
In this section, we have shown with a concrete example that in the absence of thermal 
fluctuations, we can switch a binary switch with 100% probability and arbitrarily small energy. 
When thermal fluctuations are present, there is a trade-off between energy dissipated and the 
dynamic switching error probability in this scheme. For a special case of switching a multiferroic 
magnet with critical stress, we have derived an analytical relationship between energy dissipated 
and the dynamic probability. We emphasize that for a practical logic switch the minimum bound 
for energy dissipated scales as ~2kT ln(1/perror) and can therefore be larger than the Landauer limit 
of  kT ln(2) [52] where complex modulations of the barrier are permitted. We note even this is only 
a minimum bound and dynamic effects while raising the barrier and out-of-plane spread in 
magnetization can result in larger Edissipation requirement for a given Perror. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Magnetization Dynamics with Surface Acoustic Waves 
(SAWs) 
 
6.1 Overview 
The control of the magnetization orientation in magnetostrictive materials using surface acoustic 
waves (SAWs) is of great interest not only from a fundamental point of view but also for potential 
applications in computing technology. In this chapter, the state of the art in theoretical work in the 
field of magnetization dynamics with SAWs is described, with emphasis on the dynamics (time 
evaluation) of magnetization in nanostructures strained by SAWs. The analysis of magnetization 
dynamics, transferring binary information in dipole coupled nanomagnets and nanomagnetic 
computation with NAND gates implemented with magnetostrictive nanostructures clocked with 
surface acoustic waves is developed and discussed in this chapter. 
6.2 Introduction  
The triggering of magnetization dynamics using surface acoustic waves (SAWs) can implement a 
low power dissipation switching methodology while reducing the burden of lithographic contacts 
to each nanomagnetic structure. However, the use of this method for nanomagnetic logic has 
remained largely unexplored.  
The interface between strain and magnetization would be maximized when elastic and magnetic 
resonance frequencies match each other [62]. The excitation of spin wave modes in a (Ga, Mn)As 
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layer by picosecond strain pulse is studied by [63]  in order to figure out dependence of the 
amplitudes of the excited spin waves on the clocking field and, consequently, on its frequency. 
They found that if the strain spectrum peaks be in range of 20-30 (GHz), it would be inefficient to 
trigger magnetization precession, which is normally in range of 0.5-10 (GHz). Surface acoustic 
waves (SAWs) in the low frequency range (<2GHz) has been explored for the elastic excitation and 
detection of ferromagnetic resonance in a ferromagnetic-ferroelectric (Ni/LiNbO3) device in [64]. 
The authors showed that SAWs can drive magnetization precession in thin Ni films. Also, the 
periodical magnetization switching between hard and easy axis of Co bars with SAWs have been 
studied in[65]. In high magnetostrictive material (Terfenol-D), it has been shown that a few 
picoseconds long acoustic pulse can reverse in plane magnetization of Terfenol-D [66]. In addition, 
an analytical and numerical approach was recently explored to pinpoint the perpendicular 
irreversible magnetization switching of Terfenol-D layer with a combination of two mechanism 
(i) small in-plane field and (ii) passage of SAW in order to trigger the magnetostrictive layer [67].   
To excite and detect SAWs, interdigitated transducers (IDTs) are needed and just by applying few 
voltages to the comb of IDTs, SAWs would be produced that can potentially rotate the 
magnetization of magnetostrictive nanomagnets described in this work. The SAWs also have other 
advantages compared to picosecond acoustics pulse [67]: (i) low frequencies, and (ii) narrow 
bandwidth of surface acoustic wave. 
In this work we numerically investigate the interaction of SAWs with in-plane nanomagnetic arrays 
of Terfenol-D ( 1 2x xTb Dy Fe− ) in order to show that the nanomagnetic devices such as 
nanomagnetic NAND gate can be clocked with SAWs provided their propagation speed is 
appropriately reduced. The simulation will be discussed by solving Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) 
equation in the manner described in chapter 3. The dipole coupling terms are written as follows: 
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If the line joining the centers subtends an angle γ with their hard axes, the dipole coupling energy 
would be as:  
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where r is the separation between their centers. 
We have studied the magnetization dynamics of a multiferroic logic chain with nearest neighbor 
dipole coupling using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) [28]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )eff eff
s
dM t
M t H t M t M t H t
dt M
αγγ  = − × − × ×
 
r
r r r r r
                     (6.3)                                                             
We use Runge-Kutta method to solve the system of coupled differential equations in equations 
(6.3) for the linear chain of (i) coupled nanomagnets and (ii) NAND gate clocked with SAWs. All 
elements are shown in Fig 6.1, and Fig 6.2. The solution yields the orientation, ( ), ( )i it tφ θ  of the 
magnetization vector in any multiferroic element in the chain at any instant of time(t). 
6.3 Results 
Fig 6.1.a shows a schematic view of a dipole coupled ferromagnetic (parallel magnetic orientation) 
nanomagnetic logic wire, in which we consider magnet#1 as a stiff input that SAW’s strain would 
not be able to rotate it. So, by applying four-phase sinusoidal stress of 10 MPa with T= 1.5 ns and 
the center to center of nanomagnet is about 120 nm separation, we intend to simulate nanomagnets 
behavior with SAWs clocking the magnets. By solving coupled LLG equations for magnet 1to 4, 
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the time evolution of the magnetization orientation of nanomagnets in this system can be simulated 
as it is shown in Fig 6.1.b. It can be seen that each nanomagnet switches 90(Deg) in just 0.5(ns) 
and the total rotation from the “down” easy axis to the “up” easy axis just takes 1(ns) or the 
frequency of system is about 1(GHz). We consider T/4 delay in phase of applying stress for magnet 
#2 to 4 in order to simulating the SAW’s delay in reaching each nanomagnet. Our simulation 
shows that if lower stress is applied to this system of ferromagnetic coupled nanomagnets at 0.66 
(GHz) frequency, the information does not propagate along the chain. Thus, higher frequencies 
require more stress to implement successful propagation of information as the magnetization has 
less time to rotate from the easy to the hard axis. In this work the strain in z direction ZZε is 
neglected and only strains in-plane strains are considered. 
 
(a) 
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Fig.6.1 (a) A ferromagnetic logic chain with stiff input (Magnet#1).(b) A four-phase sinusoidal 
stress with T=1.5 ns have been applied to magnet#2 to 4 in order to eroding the shape anisotropy 
energy barrier of magnets and due to dipole coupling, all nanomagnet tend line up with the 
magnetization parallel to input after the SAW waves passes sequentially through them. 
 
Next, the schematic configuration of a NAND gate amenable to clocking with SAW waves is 
shown in Fig 6.2. It is composed of eight nanomagnets, which include Input-1 and Input-2, NAND 
gate elements and output. Nanomagnets are categorized in different groups of I, II, III and IV as the 
SAWs reach all elements of a specific group simultaneously and trigger magnetization rotation in 
each element of that specific group at the same time. In order to implement clocking with SAW 
waves the NAND gate has to be designed so that no group of neighboring elements are in one 
vertical line or perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the SAW wave as this is not 
amenable to sequential clocking of nanomagnets with a SAW wave. Furthermore, the NAND 
design in Fig 6.3 has a set of magnets that follow input-1 which are all in a horizontal row while 
(b) 
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magnets that follow input-2 are at 45 degrees to the horizontal. Such a geometry may be useful for 
implementing elements such a flip-flops where one of the input is basically the output fed back and 
cannot be in a nice horizontal line. A four-phase sinusoidal stress has also been applied to simulate 
SAWs with a stress magnitude of 15(MPa) and time period of T=1.5(ns). The 90 degree phase 
between each group of magnets clocked has to be achieved due to the path delay in the SAW wave 
travelling from one group to the next. We assume the velocities that are needed to achieve this may 
be obtained along specific orientations of the piezoelectric crystal or adding periodic barriers that 
slow the propagation velocity of the SAW wave. The bias magnetic field of -300(A/m) is also 
applied on magnet#4 to resolve the “tie” cases when the inputs are different from each other (i.e. 
the two inputs are “0” and “1” or vice versa) . Finally, the NAND gate behavior has been verified 
for various input cases in Fig 6.3 a-d.  
 
Fig. 6.2 Schematic view of computational Nand gate configuration under triggering of SAWs. 
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Fig6.3.a . Case I, computational nand gate under passing SAWs with "1"&"1" Inputs and "0" output. 
 
 
Fig 6.3.b. Show case II as inputs "1" & "1" and output"0". 
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Fig 6.3.c .Input-1 and Input-2 as "1" and "0", the fast SAW do correct computation as output of "1". 
 
 
Fig 6.3.d. shows magnetic time evaluation of NAND gate with inputs "1" &"0" and output "1". 
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6.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we have shown that it is possible to design universal nanomagnetic logic gates and 
logic wires that can be clocked with SAW waves. This technique retains the pipelining and 
energy efficiency of strain clocked nanomagnetic logic devices while at the same time 
drastically decreasing the lithographic burden that is needed to contact each multiferroic 
nanomagnet in order to be able to clock them sequentially to propagate information and 
perform computations. Specifically, we design a NAND gate where no group of 
neighboring elements are in one vertical line or perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation of the SAW wave.  This design is amenable to sequential clocking of 
nanomagnets with a SAW wave. However, it is important to note that the SAW wave 
propagation velocities that are needed to allow sufficient time for clocking each nanomagnets may 
only be achieved along specific orientations of the piezoelectric crystal or possibly by adding 
periodic barriers that slow the propagation velocity of the SAW wave. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Implementation of 4-state nanomagnetic devices with 
shape anisotropy 
 
7.1 Overview 
Nanomagnetic logic (NML) is currently seen as a promising candidate for digital computing 
architectures since it offers both energy-efficiency and non-volatility, thereby, making it extremely 
attractive for highly dense, low-power applications. In this work, we investigate the use of shape 
engineering to introduce biaxial anisotropy in single domain nanomagnets. This gives rise to 
multiple easy and hard axes (four degenerate energy minima corresponding to four different 
magnetization orientation directions separated by at least ~ 1 eV energy). Such nanomagnets, with 
dimensions of ~ 100 × 100 nm, double the logic density of conventional two-state devices by 
encoding more information (4-states) per nanomagnet and can be used in memory and logic 
devices as well as in higher order information processing applications. We study the magnetization 
switching coherence (as a single-domain or macro-spin state) in these nanomagnets with three-
dimensional (3-D) micromagnetic simulations using Object Oriented Micro Magnetic Framework 
(OOMMF) and examine the extent to which parameters such as size, thickness, concavity, and 
geometry of the nanomagnet play a role in achieving reliable and coherent switching in these four-
state magnetostrictive nanomagnets. 
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7.2 Introduction 
The continued downscaling of conventional transistor-based electronics faces a challenging barrier 
in the form of increasing energy dissipation. In the quest for alternative paradigms, spin- and 
nanomagnet-based computing architectures [1,2,40 ,43,68]have emerged as promising candidates. 
Unlike transistor-based devices, nanomagnets experience a correlated switching of spins [3]and do 
not suffer from leakage currents. As a result, these methodologies suffer from no standby power 
dissipation and offer substantial benefits such as non-volatility, energy-efficiency, high integration 
density, CMOS-compatibility, and compact implementation of logic gates.  
One of the most important properties of ferromagnetic materials is its magnetic anisotropy. This 
intrinsic property of magnetic materials plays an essential role in magnetoelectric applications such 
as permanent magnets, information storage media and magnetic recording heads, which require the 
magnetization to be pinned in a defined direction. In nanomagnets, the magnetic anisotropy also 
depends on the shape of the nanomagnet and its magnetic properties can be engineered by 
manipulating the shape of the nanomagnet, with different shapes giving rise to different anisotropic 
behaviors.  
Basic shapes of nanomagnets, such as ellipsoid and rectangular (having uniaxial anisotropy and 
encoding two states) have attracted a lot of attention for its applications in ultra-low power binary 
logic [4,5,6,15,41]and non-volatile memory applications [7,8]. Nanomagnets encoding four states, 
instead of the conventional two-states, have been theoretically demonstrated to implement Boolean 
logic [9,70]. Besides increasing the logic density, this four-state scheme also holds promise for 
higher order computing applications such as associative memory, neuromorphic computing and 
image processing [10]. Since nanomagnetic logic devices require accurate propagation of magnetic 
information along dipole-couple nanomagnets, reliable switching behavior is paramount and has 
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been shown to be dependent on shape geometry, with different shapes and sizes playing an 
important role in the switching behaviour and correlation lengths along an array of nanomagnets 
[71]. In this work, we study switching coherence in four-state nanomagnets and investigate the 
effect of shape, size and thickness on the ability of the nanomagnets to switch their magnetization 
coherently. 
A four-state memory element can be implemented with a magnetostrictive layer (for instance, 
single-crystal Ni), which would exhibit biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the (001) plane. 
Epitaxial films of single-crystal (001) Ni can be grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
[72,73]. Biaxial anisotropy in magnetic thin-films has also been shown in single-crystal films [74], 
coupled films [75], double-layer films [76], as well as in a four-pointed star-shaped film [77], with 
the latter highlighting the relationship between shape-induced biaxial anisotropy and the geometry 
of a thin magnetic film element, indicating that in a four-pointed star-shaped film, the high-energy 
states occur when the average magnetization, M
r
, was oriented from tip to tip (along the long 
dimension), while the low-energy corresponds to M
r
pointing diagonally (45°, along the short 
dimension). 
Another technique used to modify a nanomagnet’s magnetic anisotropy, similar to shape 
anisotropy, and termed ‘configurational anisotropy’, involves creating multiple “easy” axes by 
introducing small modifications to the uniformmagnetization of nanomagnets of a specific 
symmetric shape[78-80]. In experiments conducted by Lambson et al. [81], the effect of 
configurational anisotropy on the magnetic properties of triangular-, square- and pentagonal-shaped 
nanomagnets was studied. It was observed that by modifying parameters such as sample thickness 
and concavity of an indentation introduced along the edges, the magnitude and direction of the easy 
axes could be individually adjusted. Consequently, nanomagnetic logic devices requiring energy 
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efficiency and performance reliability could exploit the desirable features of this configurational 
anisotropy scheme, namely, anisotropy control and the ability to create multiple easy axes. In this 
study, Terfenol-D is chosen as the magnetostrictive material of our nanomagnets due to its high 
magnetostriction and magnetomechanical coupling constants, values that are instrumental for the 
realization of reliable and efficient four-state nanomagnets. 
This section is organized as follows. In section 7.3,the theoretical framework for studying 
magnetization dynamics in four-state nanomagnets with configurational anisotropy is discussed. 
Section 7.4 examines and presents: (i) dynamic switching behavior in diamond- and concave-
shaped nanomagnets using the micromagnetic simulation code, OOMMF [26], and (ii) the 
influence of various parameters such as size, thickness and concavity of the nanomagnets on single 
domain switching (coherent switching) while maintaining an energy barrier of ~1eV between the 
adjacent stable states.Section 7.5reviews the results in order to determine the best geometry of the 
nanomagnets for coherent switching and finally, in section 7.6, we present our conclusions. 
 
7.3 Method: micro magnetic modeling 
 
In our studies of shape-engineered four-state nanomagnets, two types of shapes are examined: (i) 
diamond, and (ii) concave nanomagnets (square nanomagnets with concave grooves in its sides). 
Nanomagnets with these shapes have been shown to possess a fourfold, symmetric anisotropy field 
[80, 15, 82]due to configurational anisotropy and also demonstrate different micromagnetic 
switching modes. The schematic of a four-state concave nanomagnet with its easy and hard axes is 
illustrated in Fig 7.1 . 
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Figure 7.1. Four-state schematics showing the easy and hard axes of (a) concave-shaped 
nanomagnet with concavity, d, and lateral dimensions, a, and (b) diamond-shaped nanomagnet. 
 
In the following sections, micromagnetic modeling is carried out based on the total Gibbs free 
energy of these two nanomagnet shapes. Simulations of the magnetization dynamics are performed 
using the Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) software [26] in order to explore 
magnetization switching in these four-state diamond and concave nanomagnets. Micromagnetics is 
b) 
a) 
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a continuum theory used to describe the magnetization process within ferromagnetic materials. To 
study the behavior of these nanomagnets, it is necessary to consider the relevant energy terms such 
as the exchange energy, magnetocrystalline, magnetostatic anisotropy, stress anisotropy, and 
external magnetic field. 
The total energy of these nanomagnets can be defined for a volume of Ω as: 
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(7.1)   
in which the first term represents the exchange energy (Eexchange) having an exchange constant, A. 
The second term, Ems, denotes the magnetostatic energy of the nanomagnet while Eme is the 
magnetoelastic energy of the magnetostrictive material having magnetoelastic coupling constants, 
Bi, and direction cosines, αi, while experiencing a strain εij. The final term, EZeeman, represents the 
energy of interaction with an external magnetic field, H. 
In this work, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected as the sample is assumed to have 
random polycrystalline orientation. The detailed analytical expressions for exchange energy and 
shape anisotropy for fourfold square nanomagnets have been investigated with perturbation theory 
[83]. The magnetization dynamics of any nanomagnet under the influence of an effective field,
effH
r
, is described by equation (2.43) the Landau-Lifshitz -Gilbert (LLG) equation [28]. 
In this equation, ieffH
r
 is the effective magnetic field as equation (2.33)  on thenanomagnet, defined 
as the partial derivative of its total potential energy (Ui) with respect to its magnetization ( iM
uur
), γ
is the gyromagnetic ratio, sM is the saturation magnetization of the magnetostrictive layer and α
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is the Gilbert damping factor[45] associated with internal dissipation (equation 2.51) in the magnet 
owing to the magnetization dynamics.  
The internal energy dissipated in a four-state nanomagnet during magnetization switching, dE , can 
be described in equation 2.51 [28]: 
To analyze the reversal process and time evaluation of magnetic moment in the four-state diamond 
and concave nanomagnets, three dimensional (3D) micromagnetic simulations were executed using 
OOMMF. These OOMMF simulations perform time integration of the PDE LLG equation, where 
the effective field includes the exchange, anisotropy, self-magnetostatic and external fields. The 
discredited cell size which used for modeling was 2 nm × 2 nm × 2 nm, implemented in the 
Cartesian coordinate system. The parameters used for the magnetostrictive nanomagnet (Terfenol-
D) in the modeling are: exchange constant, A = 9 × 10-12 J m-1[84], saturation magnetization, Ms = 
800,000 A m-1, anisotropy constant, 31 0( . )K J m−= (no magnetocrystalline anisotropy), and 
damping coefficient, α = 0.1. 
7.4 Results 
To realize reliable and efficient four-state nanomagnets, we study two different shapes: diamond 
and concave (shown in Fig 7.1). The magnetostrictive material of the four-state nanomagnets is 
chosen to be Terfenol-D due to its high magnetostriction constant. Here, we study the effects of 
magnetic fields on the switching characteristics of these nanomagnets. Stress-induced switching 
will be investigated in future studies. In this section, the following characteristics are examined: (i) 
magnetization hysteresis (anisotropy field) (ii) switching coherence, and (iii) magnetization 
dynamics, in order to determine the shape best suited for coherent and reliable switching for future 
four-state memory and logic applications as well as for higher-order applications such as image 
recovery and recognition schemes [9,70,10]. 
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7.4.1. Nonlinear magnetization hysteresis and Anisotropy Field 
 
In order to figure out the magnetization reversal process in the diamond and concave nanomagnets, 
micromagnetic simulations (OOMMF) were performed to verify its magnetization hysteresis. We 
study the hysteresis (m-B) loops of these nanomagnets for different thicknesses (10 nm and 15 nm) 
and lateral dimensions of 100 nm × 100 nm.  
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Figure 7.2. Magnetization hysteresis (m-B) curves for the concave and diamond nanomagnets with 
dimensions of 100 nm × 100 nm and having a thickness of (a) 10 nm, and (b) 15 nm. 
 
The concavity depth, d, of the concave nanomagnet was chosen to be 20 nm. The results for both 
nanomagnets are shown in figure 7.2 which illustrates the normalized hysteresis loops for both 
shapes in the presence of an applied magnetic field along +x direction( 0oφ = ). 
The switching field for the diamond magnet with a thickness of 10 nm is ~ 16 mT. However, for a 
concave nanomagnet with the same lateral dimensions and thickness but having a concavity depth, 
d = 20 nm, this field increases to ~ 96 mT (Fig 7.2). When repeated for a thickness of 15 nm, we 
observe a switching field of 27 mT for the diamond nanomagnet and 141 mT for the concave 
nanomagnet. Therefore, the introduction of concavity to the sides of the diamond nanomagnet 
results in an increase in the switching field by a factor of ~ 6. This increase in the energy barrier 
between the easy and hard axes is associated with the coherent magnetization switching in the 
concave nanomagnets as opposed to the diamond nanomagnets. This phenomenon can be attributed 
(b) 
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to the configurational anisotropy introduced by the concavity in the sides of the nanomagnet and is 
described in the following sections. 
The anisotropy field for both diamond and concave nanomagnets was examined next, with the 
magnetization of each nanomagnet initialized in the +y direction, followed by the application of a 
magnetic field along the +x direction. Increasing the magnitude of the field in the +x direction 
causes the magnetization of the magnets to rotate, from the initial ‘up’ direction to the ‘right’ 
direction once the external magnetic field overcomes the energy barrier of the nanomagnet. The 
value of this field (that causes a 90° magnetization rotation) is taken to be the anisotropy field of 
each nanomagnet. These simulations were performed for nanomagnets having the same lateral 
dimensions (100 nm × 100 nm) but different thickness and concavity depths, with the results 
illustrated in figure 7.3.  
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Fig7.3. Anisotropy field as a function of nanomagnet thickness for concave and diamond 
nanomagnets having lateral dimensions, a = 100 nm for different values of concavity, d. 
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For a diamond nanomagnet with a thickness of 7.5 nm, the anisotropy field is 6 mT. However, 
creating a concavity in its sides, with d = 10 nm, increases this anisotropy field to 15 mT, thereby 
increasing the energy barrier between the easy and hard axes by a factor of ~ 2.5. It is observed that 
the anisotropy field of the nanomagnets is sensitive to the thickness and concavity depth, with an 
increase in values of both parameters resulting in a corresponding increase in the anisotropy field. 
It should be noted that increasing the thickness of the diamond magnet causes an increasing 
incoherence in its switching characteristics (resulting in the double-jump hysteresis loop [82]), but 
not in the concave nanomagnets. The trend of low energy barrier values for the diamond 
nanomagnet persists till a thickness of 20 nm, above which the diamond nanomagnet shows an 
anisotropy field higher than that of a concave nanomagnet having the same lateral dimensions (for 
d = 10 nm) and thickness, as can be seen in figure 7.3. However, this increase in anisotropy field 
comes at the expense of increased incoherence in its switching mode.  
7.4.2 Switching modes in diamond- and concave-shaped nanomagnets 
A single nanomagnet has two dominant and competing energy terms: (1) exchange energy, and (ii) 
anisotropy energy. In the previous section, it was shown that for higher thicknesses, the diamond 
nanomagnet shows a higher anisotropy field than that of a concave nanomagnet of similar 
dimensions (and concavity, d = 10 nm), at the expense of incoherent switching modes. 
Consequently, it is of interest to perform micromagnetic simulations using OOMMF and examine 
the evolution of this incoherence, from single-domain to incoherent vortex modes, in the diamond 
nanomagnet for different values of thickness as compared to that observed in a concave 
nanomagnet. Figure 7.4(a) illustrates the magnetization patterns of a 100 nm × 100 nm diamond 
nanomagnet for various thicknesses. In contrast, the magnetization patterns of a concave 
nanomagnet with similar dimensions are shown in figure 7.4(b) for concavity depths of 10 nm, 15 
nm and 20 nm.  
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It can be seen that while the diamond nanomagnets are susceptible to increased incoherent 
switching of the magnetization as its thickness increases, the concave nanomagnets show a trivial 
amount of incoherence (hence, the magnetization patterns of only three values of thickness – 5 nm, 
20 nm, and 30 nm are shown). This insensitivity is prevalent even at larger thicknesses (with the 
same lateral dimensions). This is because the concave nanomagnets have a higher value of 
magnetostatic anisotropy energy, which dominates the exchange energy, thereby resulting in 
coherent magnetization switching. Figure 7.4(c) represents this phenomenon in terms of the 
incoherence percentage of the nanomagnets, calculated as the percentage of the magnetization 
vectors aligned along the +x direction (final settled state) after a 90° rotation from the hard axis (+y 
axis). Therefore, an incoherence percentage of 0% represents a complete rotation and settling of all 
magnetization vectors within a nanomagnet to the easy axis along the +x axis. In the diamond 
nanomagnet, the incoherence percentage 
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Figure 7.4. Magnetization patterns of a 100 nm × 100 nm (a) diamond nanomagnet, and (b) 
concave nanomagnet, for various thicknesses, t, and concavity depths, d. (c) The percentage of 
incoherent switching in diamond and concave nanomagnets vs. thickness. 
 
values are ~ 6.7% and 20% for a thickness of 5 nm and 10 nm (figure 7.4(c)). However, for 
thicknesses greater than 17 nm, we see this incoherence percentage value rise to ~ 60% resulting in 
a high rate of inaccurate switching as well as an increase in energy dissipation during the 
magnetization switching; for a thickness of 30 nm, a vortex state arises, resulting in 100% 
incoherence in switching. 
 
7.4.3 Magnetization Dynamics 
Thus far, micromagnetic simulation results studying the magnetization characteristics of diamond- 
and concave-shaped nanomagnets have shown that concave nanomagnets entail coherent 
magnetization switching modes with an incoherence percentage rate that is near zero, for a variety 
(c) 
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of thicknesses. The diamond nanomagnets, on the other hand, show increasing levels of incoherent 
switching with increasing thickness. In this section, we investigate the time evolution of these 
structures using OOMMF, in order to study the magnetization dynamics as the magnetization 
rotates from the hard axis and settles to its easy axis. The following two scenarios are examined. In 
figure 5(a), considering a (100×100×10) nm concave nanomagnet (d = 20 nm), the initial 
magnetization was set along the hard axis (φ0 = 45°) with a 10° out-of-plane component, θ0 = 80° 
(when θ = 90°, the magnetization vector lies in the plane of the nanomagnet). The resulting torque 
generated, M H×
r r
, causes the magnetization to rotate to the easy axis along the +x direction, with 
a settling time of just ~ 0.5 ns. The magnetization dynamics are then examined for a diamond 
nanomagnet of similar dimensions, with its magnetization vector having the same initial 
configuration (φ0 = 45°, θ0 = 80°). The results, shown in figure 5(b), demonstrate an ‘S’ state 
switching mode (also with settling time of ~ 0.5 ns) resulting in an incoherence percentage of 20% 
in this diamond nanomagnet. 
 
(a) 
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Fig7.5. Time evolution of the magnetization vector with an initial configuration of φ0 = 45°, θ0 = 
80° for (a) concave nanomagnet, and (b) diamond nanomagnet. 
 
 
7.4.4 Strain control of 4-State nanomagnets 
It was shown that magnetization of four sate nanomagnet can be controlled by mechanical stress 
(σ) [9-10]. Here, we use the OOMMF to simulate magnetization dynamics of a concave 4-state 
nanomagnet under stress. The purpose is to show this tiny element can be used as memory 
component and low energy strain clocking can control its magnetization dynamics. Fig 7.6(a) 
shows a 4-state concave nanomagnet with dimension of 100nm x 100nm and thickness of 6nm. 
The 20(MPa) stress is applied along (010) direction for  and can move the 
(b) 
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magnetic moments coherently to the hard axis and ultimately to another easy axis by achieving a 
90(Deg) rotation.   
 
Fig 7.6(a). 90(Deg) magnetization switching from (010) to (100) with compressive stress of 
20(MPa). 
 
By considering binary bits of "1" or "0" along easy axes (010  and 100) of this 4-state nanomagnet, 
the switching between these bits would be possible by compressive and tensile stress along (010). 
In the second step, by applying 20(MPa) tensile stress along (010) the magnetization on 
nanomagnet would rotated from (100) to (010). This process just takes 0.6ns rotation from one easy 
axis to another one. The magnetization switching under tensile stress is shown in Fig 7.6(b). 
 
 
(a) 
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Fig 7.6(b). 90(Deg) magnetization switching from (100) to (010) with tensile stress of 20(MPa). 
 
 
In order to benchmarking OOMMF simulation for stress induced magnetization dynamics, we 
benchmark LLG with OOMMF for and ellipsoid of 105nm x 95nm and t=6 nm under compressive 
stress of 10(MPa). The result shows (Fig 7.6 c) good agreement between LLG and OOMMF.   
 
(b) 
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Fig 7.6(c). Benchmarking LLG and OOMMF for an ellipsoid. 
 
7.5 Discussion 
Four-state nanomagnets possessing fourfold, symmetric anisotropy fields, with energy barriers of ~ 
1 eV, can be implemented in non-Boolean applications such as memory [86, 87], logic devices like 
four-state NOR gate [9] as well as in higher order applications such as image recognition and 
processing [10] and associative memory [29]. This study investigated the magnetization 
characteristics of a four-state diamond nanomagnet and, in particular, the incoherent switching 
modes that arise as the thickness increases. Through shape engineering of the edges, concave 
nanomagnets are created and the subsequent deviation in the uniform magnetization due to 
configurational anisotropy [15] results in an increase in the switching field of the nanomagnets. 
This effect is accompanied by coherent switching modes (lower incoherence percentages as the 
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concavity depth, d, increases), regardless of the nanomagnet thickness, thereby making concave-
shaped nanomagnets more reliable than diamond nanomagnets during magnetization reversal. 
Furthermore, it is important to emphasize the limitations associated with nanolithography when 
fabricating a precise diamond-shaped nanomagnet having sides of equal dimensions (100 nm). It 
has been observed that a divergence of 15% from the nominal value results in the creation of a two-
state, rather than the desired four-state, nanomagnet. 
 
7.6   Four-State nanomagnetic device fabrication 
The fabrication process for many nanomagneticdevices rely primarily on techniques that are in 
widespread use in the nanoscience community. The regular processes used are(i) Electron-beam 
resist (PMMA) coating on silicon wafer followed by (ii) Electron beam lithography (E-beam 
lithography) followed by (iii) Si wafer sample development by MIBK:IPA , (iv) Deposition : 
Electronbeam evaporation for magnetic alloys such as Ni and Co and RF Sputtering for deposition 
of rare-earth magnetic materials such as Terfenol-D, (v) lift off by acetone and finally (vi) 
topography and magnetic characterization by AFM and MFM respectively.  
 
Electron beam lithography: In order to create a nanostructure, e-beam lithography is used. 
Here, computer-generated patterns in nanoscale would be transfer to a flat Si wafer or any flat 
surface like PZT. There is Nanometer Pattern Generation System (NPGS) software in which mask 
files can be created and nanomagnetic devices with any arbitrary shape can be created in its CAD 
system. This file is printed by an electron beam writer onto a silicon or PZT substrate coated with 
polymethyl-methacrylate(PMMA) resist. The tool we used was a Hitachi SU-70 30kV system 
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located at the VCU Nanocharacterization center. The configuration of this system is shown in the 
Fig 7.6(d). 
 
 
 
Fig.7.6 (d). The Hitachi SU-70 is used for SEM and E-beam lithography. 
 
 
Upon completion of our device fabrication, the quality of our nanostructures was checked by a 
scanning electron microscopy(SEM). The exposed PMMA on our wafer was developed in a cold 
solution of 1:3 MIBK: IPA. The place which we used to develop our samples is shown in the Fig 
7.7. 
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Fig 7.7 Schematic view of HOOD that the development was done there. 
 
 
Metal Deposition:  There were two methods available to us at VCU to deposit a magnetic 
film/nanostructure on our sample.  
 
(i) Electron beam evaporation: This machine use electron beam to heat the magnetic 
alloys which are placed  in a crucible. The beam heats this pure alloy to a temperature 
that causes the metal to evaporate at an appreciable rate and get deposited on the 
surface of the sample. We deposit 5nm Ti for adhesion and then 15nm Ni (or Co) on 
top of Ti. In order to prevent oxidation, we can deposit 2nm gold on top of Ni.  
(ii) Sputtering: The secondary method for deposition of a magnetic thin layer is to use RF 
Sputtering machine which it is located in VCU cleanroom. This machine may be used 
to deposit Terfenol-D. 
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Fig 7.8 . The RF Sputtering picture in VCU Engineering Cleanroom for depositing Terfenol-D. 
 
Lift-off: The final step of the nanofabrication is lift-off. This removes the metal deposited on the 
resist leaving behind the metallic nanostructures deposited in the exposed pores (created when the 
exposed resist was developed). We used acetone that was heated to 55 (C) . After about 5 minsthe 
PMMA and the metal on top was lift-off and then, using high frequency ultrasonic bath, the 
residual PMMA and other contaminants on the wafer are removed. Finally, the sample is removed 
from acetone and rinsed with isopropanol and blown with N2 gun. Then the SEM was used to 
image the surface of the sample and verify the quality of our magnetic devices. The figures below 
show SEM image of a 200nm × 200nm lateral dimension 4-state nanomagnet with three different 
concavity depth of 20nm, 30nm, and 40nm. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Fig 7.9 The OOMMF and SEM images of  4-state concave nanomagnets with different concavity depth was 
created by electron beam lithography and Ni was used as its magnetic material. (a) d=40(nm) , (b) d=30(nm) 
and (c) d=20 (nm). 
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Magnetic Force Microscopy  
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is a scanning technique for mapping the stray magnetic fields 
around the surface of the nanomagnet or magnetic material. After determining the field around our 
magnet, it is possible to figure out the magnetization state of the nanomagnet. 
 
Fig 7.10 (a)  MFM image showing the magnetic direction of 4-state nanomagnet array. 
 
Fig 7.10 (b) Illustration of the scanning process: MFM passing over the surface of a magnetic 
material[98]. 
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The topographic map is first obtained in the MFM mode and then the tip rescanned over the 
surface. It should be mentioned that MFM tips are coated with magnetic material which makes 
them experience a force dependent on the local magnetic field. As result, by passing tip during the 
second scan over the nanomagnet its magnetization orientation can be found. The Fig 7.10 (a) 
shows such a MFM image obtained by the AFM/MFM in Fig 11. 
 
Fig 7.11 Schematic view of AFM/MFM device for magnetic characterization at NCC in VCU. 
 
7.7 Conclusion 
 
In this section, we have studied the influence of configurational anisotropy on the magnetization 
switching modes of nanomagnets of two distinct shapes: (i) diamond, and (ii) concave, in the 
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pursuit of reliable and efficient nanomagnets during magnetic field-induced switching. Various 
criteria were numerically examined for these two shapes, such as size, magnetic hysteresis, 
concavity depth and thickness, in order to determine the ideal shape for coherent and reliable 
magnetization switching for future magnetoelectonic devices. It was shown that concave 
nanomagnets, previously shown to generate four stable states due to configurational anisotropy, 
also tend to have coherent magnetization switching modes. While diamond nanomagnets are 
susceptible to incoherence in switching with increasing thickness, concave nanomagnets of similar 
dimensions show little to no incoherence and are, in fact, quite robust to variations in thickness, a 
vital attribute in terms of fabrication of nanostructures.   
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Chapter 8  
 
Conclusions and Future work 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we proposed and extensively studied several multiferroic nanomagnet 
based logic architectures. During the course of this work there has been a spurt of research 
on multiferroic computing devices in several research groups [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 58, 
70, 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96] However, many challenges still remain before SML can be 
considered as a viable commercial technology.  
In chapter 3, we discussed the possibility of transferring information from one point to 
another in a nanomagnetic chain as well as performing nanomagnetic computation with a 
NAND gate clocked by mechanical strain. We then showed with Landau Lifshitz Gilbert 
(LLG) equation based simulations in the absence of thermal noise that this new 
nanomagnetic computing paradigm is both feasible and likely to be extremely energy 
efficient as the magnetostrictive nanomagnet can be clocked  in ~ 1 ns by applying ~ few 
mV to the piezoelectric layer below it. 
 In chapter 4, we studied the effect of thermal noise on the dynamic switching error in 
multiferroic nanomagnetic logic devices. This study was performed by adding thermal 
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noise to our LLG simulations. It was shown that thermal noise causes perturbations in the 
magnetization switching trajectory that can lead to appreciable errors even in the presence 
of significant dipole coupling to "guide" the magnenetization to switch to the correct state. 
Typically, thermal noise leads to a distribution of magnetization orientation in both the in 
plane and out of plane directions in a single domain nanomagnet. The in-plane distribution 
creates switching tails while the out-of-plane distribution can lead to deleterious 
precessional torque that increases the switching failures. The reliability of a multiferroic 
NAND gate in the presence of thermal noise was also studied. We studied effects of (i) 
Dipole effect (ii) Stress level (iii) Clock frequency and  (iv) Temperature on the switching 
error in strain clocked nanomagnetic devices and specifically on the performance of a 
strain clocked NAND gate.  
In chapter 5, a lower analytical bound for energy dissipation as a function of switching 
error was derived [for a practical scenario when the dipole coupling field or “tilt” is always 
present and the barrier is a two-well potential that is eroded and then restored]. We 
explained how the out-of-plane magnetization distributions lead to higher energy 
dissipation than this bound, for a given switching error.  
In chapter 6, we studied nanomagnetic computing device designs that are amenable to 
clocking withsurface acoustic waves (SAW) that obviates the need to make lithographic 
contacts to each nanomagnet for individual clocking. We showed with preliminary LLG 
simulations in the absence of thermal noise that show that NAND gate designs and logic 
wires clocked by SAW waves are indeed feasible. 
In chapter 7, weexplored the use of 
states and specifically studied if such geometries are amenable to coherent switching of 
magnetization. A comparison of single
modified OOMMF based models that allow incoherent switching 
preliminary idea of the possible extent of deviation of magnetization dynamics from the 
macro-spin approximation. Two different shapes
studied and it was found that the 
switching of magnetization between the four stable states.
Fig 8.1 Process of nano
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8.2  Future work 
While multiferroic nanomagnets are possibly one of the most energy efficient (~ 1 aJ/bit) 
switches extant (http://arxiv-web3.library.cornell.edu/abs/1404.2980),  many challenges 
remain inthe practical application of multiferroic nanomagnetic logic in commercial 
computing technology. Some of the problems and future work that may alleviate some of 
these issues are discussed. 
One dominant challenge, not only in dipole coupled multiferroic logic discussed in this 
dissertation, but also in all dipole coupled nanomagnetic architectures, is the dynamic 
switching error due to thermal noise. Perhaps, further research in use of appropriate 
geometry, pulse shaping, etc may reduce the error to ~10-6 but this is still unacceptable for 
conventional Boolean logic. There, however, will always be niche applications for 
wearable or building mounted monitoring devices, face recognition, etc where such error 
rates (few bits being wrong) are not critical but low energy dissipation is a premium so that 
the processors can be run without a battery (using energy harvested from the environment). 
Such applications may drive the use of these devices in the future. Furthermore, the 
modeling tools and insights from this PhD thesis can be used to study architectures such as 
hybrid multiferroic-MTJ and neuromorphic architectures that are more fault tolerant to 
errors in switching due to thermal noise at room temperature.  
Experimentally, substrate clamping could be an issue for piezoelectric layers below 100 
nm but an elegant scheme discussed in Ref 97 may provide a way to solving this problem. 
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